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Join us in Ohio Wine Country
OLD FIREHOUSE
WINERY
5499 Lake Road East
Geneva-on-the Lake, Ohio
Open 7 days year round!

SEE INSIDE BACK COVER FOR
MUSIC, & EVENTS
www.oldfirehousewinery.com

Join us for live music!
See pg. 7 for schedule

Hand Crafted Award-Winning Wines

HOURS
Tasting Room: Mon. - Thurs.: 11-4pm
Fri. & Sat.: 10-9pm • Sun. 1-6pm

Restaurant:

Fri. & Sat.: 12-9pm
Sun. 1-6pm

6451 N. RIVER RD., HARPERSIELD, OHIO

Hours: Wed. and Thurs. 3-7
Fri. and Sat. 12 - 8 • Sun. 12 - 6
Closed Mon. and Tues.
WWW.HUNDLEY CELLARS.COM

5585 N. River W, Geneva, Ohio 44041
(440) 466-8466
www.ferrantewinery.com

FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND
EVENTS, SEE OUR AD ON PG. 8

Hours: Sunday. Noon-5:00, Mon.-Tues.
Closed, Wed. Noon-6:00, Thurs. Noon7:00, Fri. Noon-9:00, Sat. Noon-9:00
4573 Rt. 307 East, Harpersfield, Oh
440.415.0661

www.laurellovineyards.com
wineabit@laurellovineyards.com

Estate Vineyards &
Award-Winning Wines
Winter Hours

Mon - Tues Closed
Wed - Thurs 12-6pm
Fri - Sat 12-8pm

January is a great time to take in the tranquility of
winter with a glass of your favorite KV Wine or
a tasting of some of our newest releases.

636 State Route 534 Harpersﬁeld • 440.361.4573
kosicekvineyards.com

GRAND RIVER
CELLARS

Entertainment every weekend! See pg. 5
Wednesday & Thursday Noon – 6
Friday & Saturday Noon – 11pm
Sunday Noon – 6pm
834 South County Line Road
Harpersfield, Ohio 44041
440.361.3049
www.bennyvinourbanwinery.com
winemaker26@gmail.com

DEBONNÉ VINEYARDS
1520 Harpersfield Road Geneva •
440-466-1248
Geneva Exit off I-90, S. on SR534 • 2/10 mile

Live Music every weekend!
See pg. 6 for details
Hours: Sun-Thurs: Noon-8pm
Fri & Sat: Noon-10pm

www.deersleapwine.com

&
Double Wing Brewing Co.
7840 Doty Rd., Madison, OH
440-466-3485

Go to www.debonne.com for details
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Fri. Jan. 28th Deer’s Leap,
Geneva 7 -10 p.m.

KICKIN' IT

Sat. Jan.29th Margarita King, Rt. 422
Niles 6 - 9 p.m.
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James Taylor & Jackson Browne,
Clutch
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Sat. Feb. 5th Mulligans Pub, Rt. 422
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Fri. Feb. 11th Deer’s Leap 7 - 10 p.m

Please check www.takeii.com for other events.
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Sat. Feb. 5
Private Event
Your FM Home of the Cleveland Cavaliers!

www.magic1025.com
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Sat. Feb. 12
Benny Vino
7 - 10
Facebook The Lost Sheep Band
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Uncork, Unwind & Enjoy the Music!

NEWS & EVENTS
Grammys postponed
due to COVID
The 64th Annual Grammy Awards has announced the event will be postponed.
The Grammys were slated to be held on Jan.
31 from Los Angeles’ Crypto.com Center and
broadcast on CBS and Paramount+.
A press release dated January 5th stated, “After careful consideration an analysis with city
and state officials, health and safety experts,
the artist community and our many partners,
the Recording Academy and CBS have
postponed the 64th Annual Grammy Awards
show. The health and safety of those in our
music community, the live audience and the
hundreds of people who work tirelessly to
produce our show remains our top priority.
Given the uncertainty surrounding the Omicron variant, holding the show on January 31
simply contains too many risks. We look forward to celebrating Music’s Biggest Night®
on a future date, which will be announced
soon.”

Cleveland Stories
Returns for WinterSpring 2022
The Music Box Supper Club, in partnership
with the Western Reserve Historical Society’s
Cleveland History Center, are excited to
announce the return of our successful series,
Cleveland Stories Dinner Party, every Thursday from January through May. The series
combines great food with great story telling.
The goal of the Cleveland Stories Dinner
Party is to bring to life some of the fun, interesting stories about Cleveland’s past – from
sports, to rock ‘n roll, to Millionaire’s Row.
The series will focus on intriguing stories
from Cleveland’s past with a great variety of
topics and storytellers – there’s something for
everyone to enjoy.
Each week will also feature an affordable custom Prix Fixe menu – a full three course meal
for only $20 -- that ties in with that night’s
storyteller. Audiences can enjoy dishes hand
crafted by our Executive chef or they may
experience a themed meal like a mama Swingos family recipe! The weekly series is free
to attend but people are encouraged to make a

reservation for dinner online or by calling the
Music Box at 216-242-1250. Dinner will begin
being served at 5:00 pm, and the storytelling
will start at 7:00 pm.
We’re proud to present audiences the experience of hearing stories of Cleveland’s past
while enjoying a nice meal, an amazing view
of the Cleveland skyline, and hearing great
stories of Cleveland’s past for some great
storytellers.
The Music Box is excited about this Spring
2022 Season because we are presenting
more fabulous storytellers who are ready to
share their knowledge on unsolved murders,
disappearances, paranormal activity, and even
experiences with Jeffrey Dahmer’s friend. But
this season will not be completely frightening,
we will also feature Cleveland sports, historical
figures, Cleveland Mobsters, Rock & Roll
stories and more!

SPRING 2022 CLE STORIES LINEUP:
Feb 03 - Moses Cleaveland: Who Was This
Guy? – John Grabowski

Feb 10 - Jane Scott: One of the Greatest Rock
Critics of All Time – Michael Norman, John
Soeder & Janet Macoska

6451 SR 307
Harpersfield, Ohio
440-361-3088

Weekend Music 2-5pm
Sat. 1/15 ........... Solo Six String
Sun.1/16 ........... Me & The Boy

THURSDAY,
JANUARY 20
Starting at 4:30

SOUP & SANDWICH NIGHT!
with THOMAS REED SMITH

Sat. 1/22 ..... Five O’Clock Somewhere
Sun. 1/23 .... Susan Hagan
Sat. 1/29 ..... Face Value Duo
Sun. 1/30 .... Randall & Kelly
Sat. 2/5 ....... Thomas Reed Smith
Sun. 2/6 ...... Mitch & Melissa

www.hundleycellars.com
The kitchen closes 30 minutes before the
whole joint shuts down for the night.
Hours: Wed. & Thu. 3-7, Fri. & Sat. 12-8, Sun. 12-6

Friday & Saturday 7-10p • Sunday 2-5p

Live Entertainment!
1/14........ Craig Day
1/15........ Alex Bevan
1/16........ Kris Ferrell
1/21........ Jamesons
1/22........ Dawn to Dusk
1/23........ Trevor Scott
1/28........ Blackjack Gypsies
1/29........ Ted Riser
1/30........ 2 Fifths
2/4.......... Eric Andrews
2/5.......... TBA
2/6.......... Prodigal Step Sons
Open: Weds & Thurs: Noon-6pm
Fri: Noon-11 pm • Sat: Noon-11 pm • Sun: Noon-6 pm
We are always available for take-out wine orders.

834 South County Line Rd.
Harpersfield, Ohio 44041
440-361-3049
www.bennyvinourbanwinery.com

live like someone left the gate open.

Feb 17 - Vintage Browns and Other Great
Stories – Terry Pluto
Feb 24 - From Captain Penny to Superhost –
Mike Olszewski & Dan O’Shannon
Mar 03 - Cleveland: Always on the Wrong Side
of History – Kelly Falcone-Hall
Mar 17 - To Kill the Irishman, Danny Greene –
Rick Porrello

FULL
LUNCH &
DINNER
MENU

Mar 29 - Cleveland Guardians Outlook – Bobby DiBiaso
Mar 31 - The History of Baseball in CLE –
Bob Zimmer & Joe Gazzo
Apr 07 - Great Lakes Shipwrecks – Chris
Gillcrist
Apr 21 - The Trial of Sam Sheppard – Jack
DeSario
Apr 28 - WMMS: How The Buzzard Took
Over The World – John Gorman, Flash Ferenc
& Guests
May 05 - CLE’s Internationally Famous
Graphic Novelist – Derf Backderf
May 12 - Strange and Tragic Events in Ohio –
Neil Zurcher

Our event
room is
available for
Private Parties.

PICK UP
GIFT CARDS
& WINE TO
GO!

BEER
ON-TAP
& SEASONAL
DRINKS!

4275 Bates Road • Madison • 440-307-9571
www.stonegaitwinery.com

Hours: Closed Mon, Tue & Wed • Thur: Noon-8 • Fri & Sat: Noon-10 • Closed Sundays
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403 S. Broadway • Geneva • 440.466.5560

www.theoldmillwinery.com

Serving up Mulled Wine
& Peppermint Mocha
White Russians!

& RESTAURANT
TRY OUT OUR

NEW MENU!
COME
ENJOY OUR
COZY
FIREPLACE!

BURGER OF MONTH:

Grilled Ham & Swiss Burger

Wineburger topped with grilled ham,
swiss cheese & chipolte mayo

PIZZA OF MONTH:
BBQ & Blue

Pizza topped with BBQ Chicken,
blue cheese & red onion

BEER OF MONTH:

Great Lakes Dortmunder $2.50

Follow us on
Facebook;
visit us on

theoldmillwinery.com

DEER’S

For parties of 8-10
please call for
a reservation.

We continue to offer
curbside pickup
Closed Mondays • Tues-Fri. 4-8pm
Sat-Sun. Noon-8:00pm
Kitchen closes 1/2 hr. earlier

LEAP WINERY

Full Bar • Large Selection
of Domestic, Imported
& Craft Beer

Live Entertainment
Fri. & Sat. 6:30-9:30

1/7............ Matt Skeen
1/8............ Castaway's
1/14.......... Tom Todd
1/15.......... High Horse
1/21.......... Gary of Sam & Gary
1/22 ......... Castaway's
1/28 ......... Take II
1/29 ......... 2 Kings
2/4............ Matt Skeen
2/5............ Castaway's
2/11.......... Take II
2/12.......... High Horse

Open 7-Days-a-Week
for Lunch & Dinner

Steak & Seafood
Restaurant

Enjoy some of the best food
in Geneva with a complete menu
from steaks to seafood as
well as homemade Pizza.
WEDNESDAY

WING NIGHT

Even with the crazy wing prices
these days we offer 2lbs. for $15!
(In house only)

1520 Harpersfield Road
Geneva • 440-466-1248

Geneva Exit off I-90, S. on SR534 • 2/10 mile

www.deersleapwine.com

Regular Hours:

Mon.-Thurs. Noon-8 • Fri. & Sat. Noon-10



WINE 101
By Donniella Winchell

Wine words: The ‘nose’ knows
Having a big “head cold” often results in a
bland meal experience because so much of
what we perceive as “taste” is really “smell.”
Wine professionals, and serious wine lovers,
do a lot of swirling, sniffing, and sipping
to get the most out of their “tasting.” So,
to understand a bit of what they look for
while practicing some of those sometimespretentious tasks, I will describe what they
consider before they lift a glass to their
mouths.
“Aroma” is used primarily as a descriptor for
young wines, those released less than 2 or 3
years after harvest. It connotes “fresh” and
“intense” characteristics that harken back to
the raw fruit from which the wines were produced. Since many wine grape varieties have
distinctive aromas, with a little practice, they
can be easily identified just by smell. Riesling,
a popularly grown grape in this region, has a
fruity aroma with hints of citrus, peaches, or
melon. When local Catawbas and Concords are
swirled in glasses, their “jammy” or “grapy”
fragrances fill the room. Young Sauvignon
Blanc may smell like “fresh cut grass.”
“Bouquet,” on the other hand, is more subtle,
less distinct, and comes about as wines mature. Through the steps of fermentation, oak
aging, cellar time, and other procedures in the
winemaking process, a fine wine develops
its unique “bouquet” over months and years.
Chardonnay acquires vanilla, honey, and oaky
overtones. Older reds take on hints of bell
pepper, smoke, tea, tobacco, and sometimes
chocolate, currents, and raisins. The
more experienced the taster, the more
important “bouquet” becomes to
the appreciation of a favorite
wine style.
“Nose” is used
to describe the
combination of
“bouquet” and
“aroma” that
emerges from
the overlaying of the
fresh fruit of
a youthful
wine with the
more mature
nuances of an
aged vintage.
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The composite group of odors produces a
complex set of mental images to make a final,
lasting impression on the taster.
But while “bouquet” and “aroma,” used alone,
are primarily “positive” terms, a wine with an
“exceptional nose” will often win a gold medal and signifies that the winemaker handled
high quality fruit carefully in his cellar. On
the other hand, these characteristics are also
used to identify the “bad” in finished vintages.
The phrase “off-nose” commonly describes
a “flawed” wine, one spoiled though the use
of inferior fruit or from faulty winemaking
practices.
Aroma, bouquet, and nose: three similar terms
which have slightly different meanings in the
world of wine appreciation. And, because
our brain uses our sense of smell to determine how things taste, [remember how that
last head cold impacted your appetite], much
of our enjoyment comes from how the wine
“smells.” So, all of that swirling and sniffing
are not just pretentious actions some use to
illustrate their superiority over the rest of us that sloshing is truly important as we learn to
enjoy fine wines. And allows us to identify an
occasional “bad” one.
So, the next time you pour a glass, join the
crowd … Swirl, sniff, and sip to find the wines
you most love.
For additional information:

dwinchell@OhioWines.org

North Coast Voice

WINE EVENT
Winter Warmer Wine & Cocktail Trail
Comfort Food & Pairings
If you’re not ready to brave the cold in January,
plan for other upcoming events in the region
such as the February Wine & Chocolate Trail
hosted by the Ohio Wine Producers Association or the ever-popular Ice Wine Festival
in March hosted by the Winegrowers of the
Grand River Valley.

“Baby, it’s cold outside,” but for members
of The Valley Wine Group, things are heating
up inside for the 2nd Annual Winter Warmer
Wine & Cocktail Trail. The trail’s inception last year was intended to give people
something to do during the coldest winter
months. With the pandemic still in play, the
trail will continue during the entire month
of January to enable trail-goers the option of
visiting during quieter weekdays. The focus
of the event is to pair comfort foods and sweet
treats with wines from the four participating
wineres and a mini cocktail from Red Eagle
Distillery. The fee for the trail is $7 at each
location. In addition, these wineries have also
created specialty winter sangrias or cocktails
for you to try for an additional fee. Recipes for
these delightful drinks will also be available.
Participating establishments include Grand
River Cellars Winery & Restaurant, Debonné
Vineyards, Cask 307 Winery, South River
Vineyards and Red Eagle Distillery. Visit all 5
locations to qualify to enter into a drawing for
an overnight stay at the Hampton Inn-Madison
plus $50 in gift certificates to participating
wineries. Trail cards can be picked up at any
of the participating locations.
All of the businesses are open 7 days a week
except for Cask 307 Winery which is closed
on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays.
This allows for patrons to visit on slower days
when the wineries are not so crowded.
While in the region plan an overnight get-away and stay at one of the new hotels in South
Madison, the gorgeous Geneva-on-the-Lake
Lodge & Conference Center, The Lake House
Inn, scenic Vineyard Woods, or one of the
many other Bed & Breakfasts in the area.
There are plenty of shops to visit in neighboring towns and trails to be walked in all the
different metro-parks that surround the wine
region.

If you still prefer to hibernate but your wine
cupboard is looking bare, the Valley Wine
Group is available to deliver wine & beer right
to your door in Ashtabula, Lake, Cuyahoga,
Geauga, Medina & Summit Counties. Visit
www.ValleyWineGroup.com to place your
order.
Winter Warmer Trail Appetizers & Featured
Specialty Drinks

Grand River Cellars Winery &
Restaurant

5750 S. Madison Rd. Madison, OH 44057
440-298-9838 / www.grandrivercellars.com
**Open7 Days**
Homemade Chicken Pot Pie Over Mashed Potatoes
Winter Cranberry Sangria +$
Blackbrrrry Brandy Fizz Cocktail +$

Debonné Vineyards

7840 Doty Rd. Madison, OH 44057
440-466-3485 / www.debonne.com
**Open7 Days**
Chili Con Carne
Winter Rouge Sangria +$
Winter Wine Wassail +$

Cask 307

7259 Warner Rd. Madison, OH 44057
440-307-9586 / www.cask307.com
**Open Mon, Fri-Sun / Closed T,W,TH**
Hearty Loaded Baked Potato Soup
Winter Margarita +$

South River Vineyard

6062 S. River Rd. Geneva, OH 44041
440-466-6676 / www.southrivervineyard.com
**Open7 Days**
Chocolate Chip Fudge Brownie
Grand River Kir Cocktail +$

Red Eagle Distillery

6202 S. River Rd. Geneva, OH 44041
440-466-6604 / www.redeaglespirits.com
**Open7 Days**
Mini White Chocolate & Raspberry Cocktail
W/ Marianne’s Caramel Chocolate Turtle
Dirty Hoe Martini +$
*Red Eagle Distillery will offer a mini-cocktail
in lieu of wine samples.
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Vineyard and Bed & Breakfast
WEEKEND
MUSIC!

Call for Spa Suite
Room Reservations

Wine friendly appetizers available.

Our annual hiatus
began
January 1st.
We will reopen on
Friday, Feb. 11th, 2022
for Valentine’s Day
weekend
Follow us on Facebook for event details

518 Gore Road • Conneaut • 440-593-5976

www.bucciavineyard.com

Hours: Wed. & Thu. 3-7 • Fri. & Sat. 12-9
Closed Jan. 1st – Feb. 10th

Congratulations Donnie Winchell on winning Wine’s Most Inspiring
People Award!
Compiled By Sage Satori

Festival provided a pattern for expanding the
tasting concept to large outdoor venues across
the state.

Each year, Wine Industry Advisor chooses
10 individuals within the wine industry who
showcase leadership, innovation, and inspiration. For the first time in 2021, WIA opened up
the submission process to the industry at large.
With over 100 nominees, the editorial team selected the top 10 individuals who they felt has
truly, positively impacted the US wine culture
over the past year.

Winchell has served on the boards of the
Winegrape Growers of America, the WineAmerica State Advisory Panel, the Ashtabula
County Convention and Visitors Bureau, the
Ohio Travel Association and on the Ohio
Division of Travel and Tourism Advisory
Committee, and also on several other travel
and economic development councils. She has
contributed to several national wine publications including the Wine Enthusiast as well as
Practical Winery and Vineyard. Donnie writes
a wine column for the local newspaper as well
as this publication. She also speaks regularly
at regional and national wine and tourism
conferences.

Donnie grew up among concord grapes in
Madison Ohio and had no intention of ‘coming
back to the farm.’ Her intention was to graduate from Allegheny College in Meadville,
Pennsylvania with a teaching certificate in

4573 Rt. 307 East • Geneva
440.415.0661 • LaurelloVineyards.com

A Boutique Winery featuring
Handcrafted, Award-Winning Wines.

We are looking forward to a fabulous
2022 at the winery with new vintages,
updated menu and of course,
great entertainment.
Come in to enjoy your favorite wine
accompanied by a cheese board
and relax by our cozy fire.
Winter hours begin on February 9
with full menu and entertainment.
Visit our website for specific updates.

Beginning January 26, our temporary hours are Noon-4:00
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday.

history, work with kids in the classroom for a
number of years, acquire additional certification and become the first female superintendent
of her home school district.
As the saying goes, ‘Life is what happens
when making other plans.’ After marriage and
the birth of two daughters, an unexpected third
child caused her to re-think career plans. In
1978 she was asked to become the ‘Executive
Secretary’ of the fledgling Ohio Wine Producers Association. The part time position allowed
her to raise a family - and as her family grew,
she was able to devote more time to the
organization. With tremendous support from
the industry’s pioneers, Winchell went on to
help build the association into one of the most
respected wine organizations in the nation.
With the belief that the best wine marketing
programs are based on a strong public relations
component supported by consumer tasting
events, she helped promote the industry though
news releases and relationship building with
tourism organizations and at consumer tasting
events. In the early years, the association
conducted hundreds of small wine tastings
at service clubs and churches. More recently,
the nationally acclaimed Vintage Ohio Wine
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The Winchell family owns a brochure distribution service in northern Ohio as well as a family entertainment center, Adventure Zone, in
the resort community of Geneva on the Lake,
Ohio. She and her husband Larry have three
grown children, several beautiful grandchildren and live on the shores of the Grand River
in Ashtabula County.
The Wine Industry Advisor is an online industry publication dedicated to editorial content
relevant to the wine industry; monitoring
marketing trends, identifying opportunities for
and threats to the industry, and evaluating new
products and technology that advance grape
growing and wine production. All accompanying sales and marketing efforts are also a
focus.
The goal is to speak to and connect with
North American wine professionals across the
country, foster constructive conversation, and
feature fresh innovation. Now importantly
commending and bringing attention to the people and personalities beyond the bottle.
Congratulations to Donnie on this well deserved award!
To read about the other nine winners from
across the country please visit:
https://wineindustryadvisor.com/2022/01/03/
wines-most-inspiring-people-awards
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ROOTSVILLE
Compiled by Cat Lilly

Pandemic Hits Roots Musicians Hard
Long before the pandemic devastated musicians in virtually every genre, roots artists
were already living with chronic income instability. However, the COVID-19 shutdown
further decimated the livelihood of many of
the musicians— many of whose music is not
viewed as commercial as pop, rock or hiphop—leaving some of the artists with as much
as a 75% cut in already meager incomes.
Those are among the results of “Turn Up the
Mic, Tune Up the Future,” an online survey of
more than 1,200 professional working roots
musicians conducted this spring by Slover
Linett Audience Research. Whippoorwill
Arts, an organization devoted to providing a
support system for working roots musicians
through ethically paid performances, fellowships, and other means, funded the survey in
an effort to understand the needs of artists in
the Americana, bluegrass, blues, folk, acoustic, and other roots music communities.
Among Whippoorwill’s partners in the
research, and in encouraging their members
to participate, were American Federation of
Musicians Local 1000, Americana Music
Assn., the Blues Foundation, Folk Alliance

International, Globalfest, and the International
Bluegrass Music Assn. The partners worked together to reach roots musicians and to tap into
the music eco-system to include labels, agents,
and others. They also reached musicians who
do not belong to any member organizations,
who constituted about 40% of those surveyed.
The survey aimed to reach professional roots
musicians rather than hobbyists, and focused
on the small-to-medium artists, not the top
income-earners. Almost 75% earned all or
more than half of their income through music
and more than 50% had been working professionally as musicians for at least 21 years.
The vast majority (81%) performed in venues
500-capacity and smaller, such as coffeehouses and small theaters. The average age of the
respondents was 51 and the 80% were white.
Among the starkest results were how badly the
pandemic had affected the full-time musicians, many of whom make the majority of
their income from playing live. Pre-pandemic,
musicians 41 years and older made between
$40,000-$50,000 per year. For those over
57, during the pandemic that tally dropped to
under $10,000.

Also revealing was how little these artists
make from streaming. Even pre-pandemic, the
median streaming income for roots musicians
18-40 was $501 to $1000 annually and only
$101-$250 for those 41 and up. For some
musicians, that figure during the pandemic
dropped to under $100.
Save Our Stages is an initiative launched by
the National Independent Venue Association
(NIVA) to help independent venues, promoters,
and festivals survive during the pandemic, but
it did not include support for musicians. While
there are a number of non-profits already providing funding for musicians in need, including
MusiCares and Academy of Country Music’s
Lifting Lives, Whippoorwill Arts hopes to
launch an effort called Save Our Musicians.
Armed with concrete proof of the need found
in the survey, the effort will raise money for
struggling artists and focus on ethical pay
structures and greater equity across the music
ecosystem.
Says Hilary Perkins, co-founder of the organization: “The survey provides a way forward
in helping protect artists contributing to this
vital art form, the people who teach us and
our children, who play the small venues we
love and can walk to and bring our kids and
grandparents, who write original music and interpret traditional music that tell the stories of
our lives. This is an American cultural treasure
worth preserving.”

Acoustic rock/pop covers... old to new!

1/21 Seeing Double
N. Olmsted • 8pm
1/22 Ridgewood
Concord • 8pm
1/28 The Winery at
Spring Hill • 6:30pm
1/29 Debonne Vineyards
3:30
2/4 Benny Vino Winery • 7pm
2/5 Stable Winery • 5:30pm
2/11 Seeing Double
N. Olmsted • 8pm
2/12 Element 41
Chardon • 6:30pm
440-537-5758 • eric@usamgt.com
www.ericmichaelandrews.com
www.facebook.com/erockohio

The

Porch Rockers
Band

No Depression Reader’s Poll
Top Ten Roots Albums of 2021
The pandemic has robbed us of our enjoyment
of live music, but there is no shortage of good
music being made. All through 2021, recorded albums brought solace and strength, even
if we were just dancing alone in our living
rooms. No Depression asked readers to share
their favorite roots music albums of 2021, and
this list is the result:

1. Jason Isbell - Georgia Blue
Back in November 2020, Isbell promised to
record a cover album of songs from Georgia-born artists if the electoral results from the
Peach State came out in favor of Democrat
Joe Biden, or, in the parlance of political pundits, went from red to blue. It did, and Isbell
has fulfilled that promise with the release of
Georgia Blue. If the 2020 election showed
that the South isn’t a political monolith,
Isbell’s track selection highlights the musical
and cultural diversity of the region as well. Jim Shahen

2. James McMurtry - The Horses and
the Hounds
Though McMurtry
spends little time
worrying about his
identity, it’s clear
that he will forever
be celebrated as an
inimitable songwriter.
Whether he’s a “road
dog” or, in the pandemic era, a YouTube
livestreamer, it’s his writing that sets him apart
from nearly everyone around him, and that gift
reaches new heights on The Horses and the
Hounds. - Chuck Armstrong

3. Brandi Carlile - In These Silent
Days
From the outside, the past few years have
seemed nothing short of sublime for Carlile:
on-stage collaborations with nearly everyone

at the 2019 Newport
Folk Fest, the
rip-roaring success
of The Highwomen,
multiple Grammy
nominations for her
own work and for
her turn at producing
on Tanya Tucker’s
triumphant album,
the publication of
her blockbuster memoir Broken Horses, winning the Americana Music Association’s award
for Artist of the Year. But In These Silent Days
grapples with the rockier aspects of Carlile’s
life. - Rachel Cholst

4. Robert Plant and Alison Krauss Raise the Roof
Much of Raise the Roof is comparable to
Raising Sand. Amid a similar running length

Continued on Page 10

"Just Andy" at Debonne Vineyards
Sat. Jan. 8 • 3:30 til 7:30pm
"Just Andy" at Hundley Cellars
Sun. Jan. 9 • 2 til 5pm
"Just Andy" at Debonne Vineyards
Sat. Feb. 12 • 3:30 til 7:30pm
For additional dates, see our Facebook page.

Call Andy for bookings:
440.339.1069
facebook/theporchrockersband
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and number of tracks, Burnett maintains a
similar sonic hue. But what helps Raise the
Roof stand on its own is the track selection,
which incorporates a few styles unexplored on
its predecessor. - Jim Shahen

5. Hayes Carll - You Get It All

MITCH LARSON
Jan. 15 • 7-9:30
Grand River Cellars
Jan. 21 Private Event
Feb. 5 • 6-9
Bronzwood Golf Course
Feb. 6 • 2-5
Hundley Cellars
216-513-0529 for bookings
Facebook.com/MitchLarsonAcousticMusic

JULIE’S

On his latest release, You Get It All, Carll keeps
things straightforward. Its country compositions are lean, even simple - think Townes Van
Zandt or Billy Joe Shaver - and serve as ideal
vehicles for Carll’s primary gift as a mesmerizing wordsmith. - Matt Conner

6. Sturgill Simpson - The Ballad of
Dood & Juanita
In less than 30 minutes, Sturgill Simpson
weaves an incredible tale of love, friendship,
heartache, and death on his new album, The
Ballad of Dood and Juanita. Though it’s broken into 10 individual tracks, the record stands
as a singular experience, one that tells the story
of Dood, a Kentuckian whose father was a
mountain miner and mother was a Shawnee
maiden. - Chuck Armstrong

7. Billy Strings - Renewal
Billy Strings and his band continue to show the
direction bluegrass can go, offering multiple
paths full of promise, beauty, and explosive
joy. Renewal will assert to new listeners what
his fans already know: Strings is a singular
talent pushing his genre into new territory. Matt Ruppert

8. Steve Earle and the Dukes - J.T.
Earle and his band,
The Dukes, pay
beautiful, if painful,
homage to Justin’s
life and 13-year solo
career with J.T.,
which comes out on
what would have
been Justin’s 39th
birthday. To hear
Earle sing words
penned by his son - like “I know the difference
between tempting and choosing my fate” on
“Harlem River Blues” - is to hear the fatherly
embodiment of sorrow. Though the songs are
recognizable as Justin’s, Earle and The Dukes
put their distinct spin on each, lifting them up
as timeless stories that somehow break through
that sorrow without ever breaking out of the
agonizing reality in which they exist. - Chuck
Armstrong

Now booking
2022 dates!
Videos/calendar at RDD.rocks
Contact: Julie Slattery (440) 897-6227

9. Allison Russell - Outside Child
Allison Russell’s first solo album, Outside
Child, soars on wings of resilience and redemption, but not before walking through the
valley of the shadows of pain and abuse and
desolate loneliness. Although Russell bares
the pain of the violent abuse she suffered as a
child at the hands of her stepfather, she refuses

to wallow in the pain or to be buried by it, and
these songs are her exultant shout that such
circumstances can be transcended. - Henry
Carrigan

10. John Hiatt with the Jerry Douglas Band - Leftover Feelings
When Hiatt and Douglas talk about Studio B,
there is a clear admiration for its history as
well as a sort of disbelief that they were able
to make a record in that room in the middle of
a global pandemic. “There’s a little taped ‘X’
on the floor where Elvis had his sweet spot,”
Hiatt remembers. “It was his spot for singing.
I’ll never forget that. There we were.” - Chuck
Armstrong

Beachland Ballroom
What a long, strange trip for the Beachland
Ballroom in 2021. Starting out in the dark
last January and most of February, to slowly
returning to life with the socially distanced/
tabled type shows in the Spring, then to the
return of more or less normal shows in the
Summer and Fall, and now back to being
mostly shut down once again. As discouraging as things are, the Beachland is using the
unexpected downtime to make badly needed
improvements - totally re-doing the band
green room and installing a state-of-the-art
tap system for the Tavern.
Beachland hopes to keep rockin’ in the New
Year with select shows when they can. While
the January schedule looks pretty thin, with
many shows cancelled or postponed - some
events are still on the schedule, including
Rustbelt Ragtops on Sunday, January 30th.
February is looking a little better, with the
Infamous Stringdusters on Thursday 2/3,
Waxahatchee on Mon 2/14, and the open jam
Great Lakes Groove on Tuesday 2/15. Just
keep checking the website for updates.
Of course, This Way Out, Beachland’s inhouse vintage and record store is still open
on weekends and during most shows. They
are celebrating their 22nd year in business
by offering 22% off all Beachland branded
merchandise, including hoodies, t-shirts,
long sleeves, as well as a limited selection
of Beachland concert posters from over the
years.
Beachland, along with many other northeast
Ohio venues, will be requiring proof of vaccination OR a negative COVID-19 test within
48 hours to enter the venue. The majority of
performers are requiring this, and it is quickly
becoming the music industry standard. This
policy is in effect for all shows at the Beachland. For full details, visit the Safety Page at
beachlandballroom.com
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Music Box Supper Club

Music Box Supper Club has also had to adjust
its schedule to ride out the pandemic while
still trying to host live music. They practice
the same safety policies that are becoming
standard in the age of Covid 19. Still, there
are some great shows coming up at the Supper
Club. On Saturday, 1/15, Louie Prima and the
Witnesses grace the stage, as Louie Prima Jr.
continues his father’s musical legacy into the
21st century with high energy and a modern
twist. Swing music is a genuine blend of
Americana, born and bred here.
Another roots music blend is the uniquely Hawaiian style of slack key guitar and
ukulele. At the turn of the nineteenth century,
the lilting sound of the Hawaiian steel guitar
captivated Americans who were fascinated
with the tropical islands, newly annexed by
the U.S., and Hawaiian music grew wildly
popular. In 1916, 78 rpm records featuring
an indigenous Hawaiian instrument outsold
every other genre of music in the United
States. The steel guitar was invented by a
Hawaiian teenager, and has influenced almost
every genre of American music - most notably
country, blues, and rock and roll.
On Sunday, 1/16, Three Masters of Hawaiian
Music perform in the concert hall. Four-time
Grammy-winner, master slack key guitarist
George Kahumoku Jr., known as “Hawai‘i’s
Renaissance Man,” teams up with Led Kaapana, one of Hawaii’s most influential musicians
for four decades, and ukulele virtuoso Herb
Ohta, Jr., one of today’s most prolific ukulele
masters. Influenced by jazz, R&B, Latin and
Brazilian music, these three award-winning
musicians put their own stamp on traditional
Hawaiian music.
Music Box puts on a great Sunday Brunch,
with a different theme every Sunday. The
brunches are still going strong - check out
Patsy Cline brunch with Rachel and the
Beatnik Playboys on 1/23, or Grateful Dead
Brunch with Sunshine Daydream on 1/30.
The Thursday Night Storytellers series is always an interesting slice of Cleveland history.
On Thursday, 2/10, Music Box presents Jane
Scott - One of the Greatest Rock Critics of
All Time. The Cleveland legend and true trailblazer was really the first major female rock
critic, covering rock ‘n roll full-time for The
Plain Dealer since Sept. 15, 1964, the day
the Beatles played Public Hall in Cleveland
on their first concert tour of the United States.
She retired in 2002, after becoming known as
“The World’s Oldest Rock Critic.” Her story
will be presented by other famed Cleveland
music critics, Michael Norman and John
Soeder, and Janet Macoska (concert photographer since ’74).
Please note: Proof of Covid-19 vaccination
(card or photo is acceptable), or negative test
(time-stamped, no older than 72 hours) is
required to enter. Masks are suggested except
while eating and drinking.
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CONCERT CAPSULES
By Pete Roche

battles with depression) recalled how his dad
used to watch cricket matches on T.V. while
ensconced in his favorite La-Z-Boy recliner.

Rick Springfield
As of this writing, ‘80s heartthrob Rick
Springfield is just getting over COVID. But
the singer / actor / author was in fine form
December 10 at the MGM Centerstage in
Northfield, where he celebrated the 40th
anniversary of breakthrough album Working
Class Dog with a rowdy, full-band show that
dazzled an enthused (mostly female) Friday
night audience.
Taking the stage following a star-studded
hype reel packed with clips from his time (as
Dr. Noah Drake) on General Hospital and in
such films as Hard to Hold and Rickie and
The Flash, the Australian-American superstar
effectively turned back the calendar to 1983
for an incendiary “Affair of the Heart” with
his four-piece band. The more recent “Light
This Party Up” (from 2016’s Rocket Science)
gave fans a taste of post-millennium Rick but the singer quickly rewound to the MTV
era again on “I Get Excited.”
Springfield gave a shout out to pal Sammy
Hagar by playing the Red Rocker’s “I’ve
Done Everything for You.” But he also
performed a new song written to promote the
Beach Bar Rum he’s marketing with the former Van Halen singer. Hagar appeared (with
hundreds of thirsty, sun-kissed Cabo tourists)
on a massive video screen backdrop, which
continued to display fiery graphics and slick,
‘80s apropos imagery throughout the set.
Rick drew heavily from Working Class Dog
(1981), Success Hasn’t Spoiled Me Yet
(1982) and Living in Oz (1983), but he didn’t
ignore his late ‘80s offerings: Songs from Tao
(1985) and Rock of Life (1988) also made the
cut, with the power ballad “Two Sous” and
feisty “Everybody’s Girl” keeping the crowd
as sweaty and energized as the 71-year old
singer himself.
The band quieted down - then left Rick alone
- for “My Father’s Chair,” a tender tribute
played solo (and seated) by Springfield on a
chintzy (but charming) laptop keyboard. The
sensitive singer (who’s made no secret of his

A mid-set medley featured abbreviated versions of hits like “Bop Til You Drop,” “Jessie’s
Girl,” “Don’t Walk Away,” “Rock of Life,”
and “What Kind of Fool Am I.” Rick and his
buddies even squeezed in a couple measures
of Tommy Tutone’s “Jenny 867-5309” - and
a portion of a song describing how casual listeners used to confuse Springfield with Bruce
Springsteen.
Performing with a physicality that would
shame many thirtysomething-year-old musicians, Springfield worked both sides of the
stage when not pinned to a microphone, strumming and wind-milling his custom “Hawk”
guitars like Pete Townshend (The Who). At a
couple points throughout the evening he took
the roses proffered by fans down front and
raked his strings with the bouquets, sending
petals flying like confetti. It’s a trademark Rick
move that somehow never gets old.
Rick also joked with a couple spectators who
wore T-shirts with images of a young Springfield clad in a cheesy, too-stereotypical Indian
costume. He expressed regret for the fashion
misfire, but it was nevertheless refreshing to
see an entertainer of his renown taking the piss
out of himself, gifting everyone an extra laugh
at his own expense.
The backup band was tight, but we were a little
put off by the bassist, who sported a shaved
head with one of those barely-there, inch-long
ponytails, and whose deliberately-tattered jeans
were constantly sagging down, threatening
to give onlookers an unwanted eyeful of his
big boy underpants. He also wore high top
sneakers (air pumps, by the looks of ‘em) with
the tongues flayed outward, ‘90s style, as he
duck-walked back and forth, as if competing
for attention with Bossman Rick. There was
nothing wrong with his four-string work per se,
but his attire (and look-at-me mannerisms) just
seemed visually at odds with the throwback
‘80s vibes (not that anybody else was wearing
parachute pants or skinny ties).
Late set entries included “Love is Alright Tonight,” the swampy, resonator-guitar powered
“Voodoo House” (from 2018’s Snake King), a
cover of The Trogg’s “Wild Thing,” hard-rockin’ renditions of “Human Touch” and “Love
Somebody” (with snippets of the Hard to Hold
movie playing onscreen), and a singalong
version of 1981 chart-topper “Don’t Talk to
Strangers.”
The concert climaxed (unsurprisingly) with not

only a full version of “Jessie’s Girl” (as compared with the teaser snippet from the earlier
medley, but a drawn-out, epic, milk-it-for-allits-worth iteration that ended in a feedback
loop that saw Rick and his fans shout-singing
the radio smash to one another for a good ten
minutes.

My Gift to you....
Peace
of Mind.

Not a bad way to end one’s Friday night.
Springfield has an autobiography (Late, Late at
Night) and two novels (Magnificent Vibration,
World on Fire) available. His latest album,
2019’s Orchestrating My Life, is a collection
of symphonic re-imaginings of the hits that
defined his career.
Springfield will rejoin his 1970s band Zoot
for select shows in Australia (Perth, Sydney,
Melbourne) in October 2022.

REO Speedwagon
Neal Doughty
formed REO
Speedwagon
with college
chum Alan
Gratzer almost
fifty years ago.

Home

Auto

Business

Life

We Offer the

Personal Service
You’ve Missed Lately
AUTO • HOME
BUSINESS • LIFE

TREEN
INSURANCE

1484 State Route 46 N. • Suite 8
Jefferson, Ohio 44047

But the Evansville, Indiana
keyboard wiz is
still “Riding the
Storm Out” with
longtime singer
Kevin Cronin,
drummer Bryan
Hitt, bassist Bruce Hall, and “new guy” guitarist Dave Amato (who’s actually been with the
band since 1989).
REO Speedwagon rolled back into Ohio on
December 18 for a hits-sprinkled, sold-out Saturday night concert at the MGM in Northfield
that reminded everyone in earshot why they
mattered so much in the ‘80s, and why their
songs still pop up in today’s movies and T.V.
shows.   
With album sales north of ten million, Doughty
and company helped define the genre now
known as classic rock (see also “arena rock”).
Along with Foreigner, Journey, AC/DC, Aerosmith, Doobie Brothers, Cheap Trick, and (frequent tour partners) Styx, REO Speedwagon
superimposed technically proficient guitar and
keyboard riffing over simple, economic chord
progressions, yielding a string of radio smashes
whose lyrics even your grandma remembers.
REO were hardly the only band to indulge the
piano ballad craze in the ‘80s, but they were
certainly among the best in the game. Having
a clever singer / songwriter like Cronin, a
marquee lead guitarist like Gary Richrath, and
a monster rhythm section allowed Doughty to
literally “Roll with the Changes” of glam rock,
disco, punk, New Wave, and grunge. Trends
come and go, but good songwriting really is
timeless.

Continued on Page 17

(440)

576-5926
Scott Treen

Organic Gluten-free/Dairy-Free Groceries
FEATURING
LOCAL
ARTISTS!

ACCEPTING
EBT!

CBD

OPEN
YEAR
ROUND!

PRODUCTS

1000 mg.
$35.99

CBD

1500 mg.
$45.99

..
Immune Boosters.

Boost your immune system!
We have the products you need.

Earth’s Natural Treasures
56 S. Broadway • Geneva
440-466-4368
HOURS: Mon-Wed 10-6pm
Thu-Sat 10-7pm • Sun 10-5pm

www.EarthsNaturalTreasures.com
ENTreasures@live.com
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Westside

Steve

westsidesteve.com

Saturday,
January 29
FIREHOUSE
GRILL
Malvern, Ohio
7:30 PM
RICK'S REAL
BIRTHDAY!
Follow me at Facebook
Westside Steve Simmons!
www.westsidesteve.com

JIMMY
ALES



MOVIE REVIEWS
By Westside Steve Simmons

The Tragedy of Macbeth
Apple | R | 105 min
Gang, I admit it’s a pain in the butt trying to
get a grip on Shakespeare. First of all, for the
actors it’s almost like having to learn a second
language, either by learning that language or
learning to deliver the lines phonetically like
Ritchie Valens and La Bamba. The thespian
has to know the meaning of his lines so he can
get that idea across regardless of the unfamiliar
and confusing speech patterns. It’s even tougher for the audience who would need to study
the script to get a grip on what’s going on.
If the audience can hang on to the story even
while only understanding a fraction of the language then the producers, directors, and actors
have done their job.

Acoustic
Fun!

Sun. Jan. 30
BENNY VINO
2-Fifths Duo
2-5
Tue. Feb. 1
GRAND RIVER
MANOR
Wing Night
6-9
Call me at (440) 417-2475
or find me on Facebook

Licorice Pizza
Focus | R | 132 min

Continuing this issue’s theme of possible best
picture nominations keep in mind that everything Paul Thomas Anderson does is going to
get some attention, his movies are weird and
often brilliant and face it, Ghoulardi is this
guy’s dad!
As with most of Anderson’s films a quick
synopsis probably doesn’t do it justice but it
seems to me that the blend of the mundane and
bizarre adds up to a pretty imaginative product.
A quick description; a couple of kids form a
relationship that has some high and low points
but they seem to find happiness in the final

Two major ways Shakespeare is brought to
the screen is either by a complete paraphrase
and modernization of the cast, language, and
set, keeping nothing but the basic plot. WEST
SIDE STORY is an example. The second way
is keeping the original language, as best they
can, and sticking with how it might have been
heard at the Globe Theater in the 16th century.
(Fun fact, in the mid-1400s Old English had
been replaced by what they call early modern
English which is closer to what we use today)
That’s the path director screenwriter Joel Coen
has taken. I’d call him more of an editor than
a writer since I felt it was more of an arrangement of the original Shakespeare but that’s a
minor point.
Macbeth (Denzel Washington) as we should
remember from Senior English, is it mighty
Scottish General driven by ambition and the
urgings of his grasping wife Lady Macbeth
(Frances McDormand), to achieve power by
any means necessary. Tragically that includes
treachery deceit and murder. They will learn
this age-old lesson the hard way: it’s usually
a bad idea to take the advice of three witches
gathered around a cauldron. I’m just saying.
Then again if everyone involved had done the
right thing it wouldn’t have been a tragedy.
Now let’s address the elephant in the room.
resolution. That could be anything right? Well
first let’s take a look at the two young people.
Cooper Hoffman, the son of the late Philip Seymour Hoffman, is Gary Valentine a 15-year-old
already washed-up child actor (he had been
part of an ensemble cast of a fairly popular
show similar to Eight is Enough) who has a
seemingly endless array of harebrained get rich
quick schemes combined with the self-confidence and charisma to actually pull them off.
He is smitten with Alana Kane (Alana Haim)
a non-traditional beauty bent on becoming a
star. Did I mention she’s 25? (Not to worry that
relationship becomes less creepy as the film
goes along) the film itself is a series of funky
snippets which border on the nonsensical. For
instance, Gary becomes a budding waterbed
entrepreneur add sells one to producer and Barbra Streisand boyfriend Jon Peters. During the
delivery and installation, we find out at Peters
is actually a lunatic as that section of the film
turns into a slapstick sequence centered on the
early 70s gas shortage. Seriously. By the way
none of this seems to have any basis in fact.
Another sub plot involves Alana becoming
enamored with an up-and-coming politician
Joel Wachs only to have her hopes shattered by
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I have a good friend, a very liberal friend of
Sicilian heritage. When GODFATHER 3 cast
Andy Garcia, a Cuban, as Sonny Corleone’s
bastard son he had an absolute fit. Keep in
mind that some modern-day woke liberals
might have the same kind of fit if Native
Americans, for instance, were played by white
actors. Apparently in the last few years they’ve
reversed course almost demanding that White
characters now be recast with African Americans, in this case the aging Denzel Washington
portraying Scottish Macbeth. I would imagine
that part of the reason for that was the shock
value to grab attention from a subject that
probably wouldn’t appeal to most Americans,
namely Shakespeare. That being said Washington, one of the best actors in the business
regardless of race, played that role as well as
any non-Scottish actor. When I majored in
theater in college there was a difference of
opinion as to whether or not American actors
should adopt a British accent to speak 14th
century dialogue. I never thought it was necessary and Denzel doesn’t do it here and I’m fine
with that. And face it, it could have been a lot
worse. It could have been Wesley Snipes.
THE TRAGEDY OF MACBETH is a fine
and traditional production featuring superb
acting, a look that harkens back to the 1930s
film versions with state-of-the-art sound and
technique. Just be sure you know beforehand
what you’re in for.
A
WSS
his dark secret. Apparently, there was actually
a Joel Wachs who ran for office at that time, no
idea if that secret has any truth to it.
In a couple other oddball scenes, a restauranteur, played by Christopher Guest, while not
actually understanding any Japanese, speaks to
his Japanese wife with a fake Japanese accent.
It’s silly, it’s funny, and sure to draw the ire of
the woke crowd. Those are just a few of the
offbeat situations that add up to LICORICE
PIZZA. It’s one of those films that grows on
you; as I gave up the idea that I should take
things seriously my letter grade rose from a Call the way up to a B+.
Besides Guest, some other actors who have
signed on include Tom Waits, Sean Penn and
Leonardo DiCaprio’s father. I was a bit worried that the occasional minor sexual overtone
would cross the border into unpleasant but
it never really did. Like most of Anderson’s
films this one has the offbeat charisma that sets
it apart from the pack.
B+
WSS

Continued on Page 14
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Steve Madewell

By Steve Madewell

Now Booking 2022
Performing:
February 4
Debonne
Vineyards
6:30-10:30

On occasion, someone will ask my advice
or insight on a topic they perceive I have
successfully addressed in the past. Such was
the case when a young fellow recently asked
for my thoughts on how he might advance his
career. It is easy to take such inquiries lightly
and rattle a few things off that quickly come
to mind, and I have certainly done this in the
past on more than one occasion. After a few
days it occurred to me I had done the question, and the questioner, a disservice.
If I had anything close to an epiphany in
2021, it was a realization that going forward
in life, I want to work toward making things
count; to appreciate and enjoy each moment,
but whenever possible, be willing to put the
effort into finding the best situations and to
enjoy them. In short, I want to try and avoid
taking simple things for granted by putting the
extra effort into making simple things special.
In light of the pandemic, I have been really
blessed. Like many people I have endured
losing several acquaintances and a few good
friends, some to Covid, some from other causes. And these losses will leave a hole in the
fabric of my life and my network of friends.
However, in many regards, and for the most
part things have been, shall I dare say it,
“mostly good”.
I performed about as much as I wanted to
in 2021, albeit primarily as a solo, but I had
a pretty full dance card. I am immensely

grateful to the wineries and clubs, communities, organizations, and festival organizers that
invited me to perform. I even had the opportunity to play some wonderful shows with
folks I haven’t played music with in decades.
Reconnecting with old friends and making music with some incredible musicians was much
more than I would have ever hoped for at the
beginning of 2021.
I was also able to get my third record released
and several written projects published. That being said, with the unrest and anxiety most of us
have endured during the past two years, toward
the end of the summer I found myself thinking
more and more about making “things count”.
We all get older, and as we age we like to aspire to get wiser and smarter, more skillful and
more competent, but inevitably we also begin
to feel the effects of time. Suddenly time becomes a commodity. There is a beautiful song
by Chris Smithers called “Leave the Light On”
where he shares his thoughts on enjoying the
moment of each day and the process of aging.
Maybe it’s time to leave the light on for me?
I am always a bit flattered when someone asks
for my advice or guidance and such was the
case with this situation. I wanted to take the
time to get my thoughts together for this young
man. We picked a time and scheduled a long,
unhurried call.
In the better part of an hour, we covered a lot
of ground and I found myself going back to a
technique I had picked up and modified from a
book by Jeri Goldstein that was written to help
musicians manage their careers as a business.
I call the process, Planning Backwards, and
I have used this in many situations, both in
my park career and in my musical endeavors.
It can work for an individual, a group, or an

agency, and it has a really simple premise.
Where do you want to go?
Without going into all of the details, the process involves asking a series of questions that
start with: What are your dreams? And then,
where do you want to be in twenty years? And
if you can identify those objectives, then you
should be able to deduce “If I know where I
want to be in twenty years, where do I need to
be in ten years?” Then applying the same approach for ten years back to five years, a set of
five-year goals can be created. And by the time
you resolve those questions, it is possible to
develop a two and a half year set of objectives,
which in the business world might be called a
strategic plan, directing you how to take action
this year and then next.
Going through this process will help develop
and set a collection of objectives or resolutions
into a larger context. And this gives them more
merit and importance.
I think lack of context is why New Year’s Resolutions often fail. Everyone wants to correct
something, but how does this effort fit into a
bigger ongoing goal? And that is the beauty of
this process of planning backward. You pick a
destination and then you map the course.

HTTPS://MADEWELLMUSIC.COM/
steve@madewellmusic.com
440.479.3062
https://smarturl.it/lkw4j1

LIVE SOUND
P.A. RENTALS
EVENT DJ
RECORDING
& MORE!

As I was talking through this technique with
my friend, I was thinking of my 2021 epiphany
to “make things count” and it occurred to me, I
need to put this into a larger context, and think
through what this means, and then develop
some steps to make this happen.
All journeys start with the first step. So here is
to making 2022 a great year, one step at a time.
See you on the Trail
Steve

FOR BOOKING CALL

440.812.6876
OR EMAIL

NORTHCOASTSOUND@OUTLOOK.COM
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Nightmare Alley
Searchlight |R|150 min
Let me admit this, I am an absolute sucker for
1940s Noir, swindlers, grifters and con man
and I’m always intrigued by the creepy side of
the old-time traveling carnival. I’ve seen the
original 1947 film starring Tyrone Power and
Joan Blondell a few times, read the 1946 novel
by William Lindsey Graham and loved it all.

West Side Story
20th Century Fox |PG-13 | 158 min
Some people will complain about motives
when a remake of a famous movie is produced. Well sure, desire for profit exists,

The Power of the Dog
Netflix | R | 125 min
Around this time of year there are dozens of
articles from various sources predicting nominations and possible winners of the upcoming
Awards. One might guess it’s because each
of the Articles was based in part on the ones
before it, not unlike this one. Anyway, there
are some factors that might point to future

I’ve always believed it was such a great story
somebody should have made a remake long
ago. Now thanks to Searchlight Pictures and
director Guillermo del Toro my wish has come
true. As I mentioned in this issue’s WEST
SIDE STORY review too often remakes oh,
how can I say this gently, suck out loud. Saints
be praised this makes two resurrections in a
row that have been just brilliant.
As a matter-of-fact last week, I believed WEST
SIDE STORY was the best pictured I’d seen
in a couple years but no longer. This week
NIGHTMARE ALLEY owns that distinction.
Bradley Cooper takes over the role of Stanton
Carlisle, a small-time crook whose closet is
actually filled with skeletons. On the lam he
winds up with a job at a shady carnival where
he endears himself to Zeena (Toni Collette)
and Pete (David Strathairn) who run a cheap
little clairvoyant act. Pete is a good-hearted
old fellow but the love of the bottle has made
it almost impossible for him to hold up his
instant recognition, and of course it’s at least
a lot less work than thinking up a new hook
but moreover a great story or song is still a
great story or song. Remember if you love
Romeo and Juliet but didn’t see it at the Globe
Theater in the 14th century, well, you’re
watching a remake. Now don’t misunderstand,
there are all sorts of ways to f*** up any great
production, and thousands of clowns ready
willing and able to do just that. Someday I
may expound on the almost endless list, but as
for now I’ll just say that though that nagging
worry was just over my shoulder, it never
showed its ugly face with Stephen Spielberg’s
latest rendition of WEST SIDE STORY.
The Broadway smash hit the big stage in
the late fifties and the silver screen in 61,
garnering critical praise wherever it went.

success, winners of different film festivals
different International Awards Etc. but one
that seems to be mentioned in the top few is
Jane Campion’s psychosexual Neo Western
THE POWER OF THE DOG chronicling
repression and misery among four characters
on a 1925 Montana ranch.
Rancher Phil Burbank (Benedict Cumberbatch) is a nasty son of a bitch with a chip
on his shoulder and nary a kind word to say
to or about the other people in his immediate
circle. All except for his sainted mentor called
“Bronco Henry” a kind of mythical figure to
him. Other members of that circle include
his weaker overweight brother George (Jesse
Plemons) who previously left the ranch but
after failing in the academic world he returns.
George will fall in love with and marry Rose
(Kirsten Dunst) a sensitive but damaged
woman whose addiction to alcohol overcomes
her as the tale drags along. Her artistic and
probably gay son Pete (Kodi Smith McPhee)

end of the show and that’s where Stan comes
in. Years ago Pete had designed an amazing
but complex system using numbers and words
and references to let the mentalist know what
was in the questions handed to the assistant.
The pair made good money on the vaudeville
circuit until the booze finally got the better of
Pete and they had to settle for the rube circuit
again. Zeena will always love and look after
Pete but she does allow Stan into the act and
her bed. Meanwhile Stan’s wandering eye falls
on Molly (Rooney Mara) an innocent young
girl working another attraction. I think he really loves her at the outset but before long she
becomes little more than a prop in his fledgling
mentalism act and later on a full blown drag.
You see, after Pete’s sudden death from drinking some “bad booze” Stan gives Zeena the
brush and leaves the carney with Molly and the
mind reading system. They are making plenty
of money but soon Stan longs for the big con.
Besides he’s tired of Molly and her Goody 2
shoes attitude about the people that get hurt.

That’s all I’m going to tell you right now
because at this point NIGHTMARE ALLEY
is just beginning to crest the roller coaster of
infidelity and greed this film is on.

Actually I haven’t watched the original film
in decades, but like magic every song pops
right back into my head the minute it begins.
If you don’t care about a spoiler I will give
some information that you might not have
known. We know that Tony (Ansel Elgort) the
original leader of the Jets has gone sour on
the entire idea of gang banging. He meets and
falls in love with Maria (Rachel Zegler) the
sister of the leader of the opposing Spanish
gang just before a serious rumble between
the two factions is to take place. Now in this
version, he’s been given a back story to help
explain his absence. Speaking of back stories,
all the generic dancing and singing hoodlums,
or many of them, have been given one in the
dance number Officer Krupke. Here lines are
distributed amongst them to help explain why

each of the kids is where he/she is.

will take the brunt of Phil’s abusive behavior,
that is until the turning point of the film, as
the basis of the relationship between Phil and
Bronco Henry becomes clear, and Phil and
Pete’s relationship begins to take a similar
path.

stream through a cut on his hand and he dies.

Here are a couple key points. Bronco Henry
gifted Phil with a handmade saddle which is
his most prized possession. When his bond
with the boy takes a turn Phil’s will begin the
painstaking process of making a rawhide rope
for Pete. Before we understand what’s going
on, the drunken Rose gives a stack of hides to
some Indians and Philip becomes inexplicably
enraged.
Apparently, they had been set aside to be used
for the lariat.
That scene is important to the climax because
in order to soothe the rage Pete cuts strips
of hide from another cow which has died of
anthrax. That disease will enter Phil’s blood-
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Actually, the novel has quite a bit more back
story then you will get in either of the motion
picture versions, but del Toro does a wonderful job of just hinting at them enough to give
you the understanding that something really
bad has gone on. Also even though the Tyrone
Power has some big shoes to fill Cooper’s
blend of arrogance charisma and psychological torment add up to his best performance yet.
Mostly because I want you to go see the film
I haven’t I haven’t mentioned Kate Blanchett
who turns in a riveting performance at the
turning point of the film. As a matter of fact,
the entire cast is wonderful featuring such
powerful actors as Ron Pearlman, William
Defoe, and Mary Steenburgen.
A+ (and I don’t give up many of those)
WSS

One of the twists really touched my heart.
As you recall Doc owned the drugstore
where both sides, the Polish and Irish Jets
and Puerto Rican Sharks could hang out in
relative peace. In this version it’s his widow
that runs the same shop and she is played by
none other than Rita Moreno from the original
film. Another slight twist is that she gets to
sing Somewhere and it works like a charm.
But the minor embellishments, with standing
everything else, is pretty much the way it was
over half a century ago. The tragedy is still
heartbreaking, the music is still great, and the
performance is top-notch.
A
WSS

And that, my friends, leads us to the most interesting part of this film which, not knowing
the mind of the director, is pure speculation.
We know that Pete is planning a career in
medicine so exactly how aware was he of the
dangers of giving Phil the infected rawhide
strips? Is he completely unaware and this is
just a tragic accident or does he know the
consequences all along? And if it’s the latter is
it an act of revenge from the abuse in the first
half of the film or a mercy killing to free his
mentor from the pain of repressed sexuality
he has carried his whole life? I guess you can
think about that if you choose to heed my
spoiler alert. At any rate despite whatever
ulterior motives, I didn’t enjoy this one but I
don’t think it’s meant to be enjoyed.
CWSS
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NEW READS
Compiled by Sage Satori

Sellout: The MajorWhy Patti Smith
Label Feeding Frenzy Matters
That Swept Punk, Emo, Author Caryn Rose
Patti Smith arrived
and Hardcore (1994–
in New York City at
2007)
the end of the Age of
By Dan Ozzi
A raucous history
of punk, emo, and
hardcore’s growing
pains during the
commercial boom
of the early 90s and
mid-aughts, following eleven bands as
they “sell out” and
find mainstream
fame, or break
beneath the weight
of it all
Punk rock found itself at a crossroads in the
mid-90’s. After indie favorite Nirvana catapulted into the mainstream with its unexpected phenomenon, Nevermind, rebellion was
suddenly en vogue. Looking to replicate the
band’s success, major record labels set their
sights on the underground, and began courting
punk’s rising stars. But the DIY punk scene,
which had long prided itself on its trademark
authenticity and anti-establishment ethos,
wasn’t quite ready to let their homegrown acts
go without a fight. The result was a schism:
those who accepted the cash flow of the
majors, and those who defiantly clung to their
indie cred.
In Sellout, seasoned music writer Dan Ozzi
chronicles this embattled era in punk. Focusing on eleven prominent bands who made the
jump from indie to major, Sellout charts the
twists and turns of the last “gold rush” of the
music industry, where some groups “sold out”
and rose to surprise super stardom, while others buckled under mounting pressures. Sellout
is both a gripping history of the music industry’s evolution, and a punk rock lover’s guide
to the chaotic darlings of the post-grunge era,
featuring original interviews and personal
stories from members of modern punk’s most
(in)famous bands:
Green Day, Jawbreaker, Jimmy Eat World,
Blink-182, At the Drive-In, The Donnas,
Thursday, The Distillers, My Chemical Romance, Rise Against, Against Me!

Aquarius in search
of work and purpose.
What she found—
what she fostered—
was a cultural revolution. Through her
poetry, her songs, her
unapologetic vocal
power, and her very
presence as a woman
fronting a rock band,
she kicked open a door that countless others
walked through. No other musician has better
embodied the “nothing-to-hide” rawness of
punk, nor has any other done more to nurture a
place in society for misfits of every stripe.
Why Patti Smith Matters is the first book about
the iconic artist written by a woman. The
veteran music journalist Caryn Rose contextualizes Smith's creative work, her influence, and
her wide-ranging and still-evolving impact on
rock and roll, visual art, and the written word.
Rose goes deep into Smith's oeuvre, from her
first album, Horses, to acclaimed memoirs operating at a surprising remove from her music.
The portrait of a ceaseless inventor, Why Patti
Smith Matters rescues punk's poet laureate
from "strong woman" clichés. Of course Smith
is strong. She is also a nuanced thinker. A
maker of beautiful and challenging things. A
transformative artist who has not simply entertained but also empowered millions.
Paperback releases May 10, 2022

Lightning Striking:
Ten Transformative
Moments in Rock and
Roll Hardcover
Author Lenny Kaye
An insider’s take on the evolution and
enduring legacy of the music that rocked the
twentieth century
Memphis, 1954. New Orleans 1957. Philadelphia 1959. Liverpool, 1962. San Francisco

1967. Detroit 1969.
New York, 1975.
London 1977. Los
Angeles 1984 /
Norway 1993. Seattle
1991.

Striking is an ear-opening insight into our
shared musical and cultural history, a carpet
ride of rock and roll’s most influential movements and moments.

Rock and roll was
birthed in basements
and garages, radio
stations and dance
halls, in cities where
unexpected gatherings of artists and
audience changed and
charged the way music is heard and celebrated, capturing lightning
in a bottle. Musician and writer Lenny Kaye
explores ten crossroads of time and place that
define rock and roll, its unforgettable flashpoints, characters and visionaries, how each
generation came to be, how it was discovered
by the world. Whether describing Elvis Presley’s Memphis, the Beatles’ Liverpool, Patti
Smith’s New York or Kurt Cobain’s Seattle,
Lightning Striking reveals the communal
energy that creates a scene, a guided tour
inside style and performance, to see who’s on
stage, along with the movers and shakers, the
hustlers and hangers-on, and why everybody is
listening.
Grandly sweeping and minutely detailed,
informed by Kaye’s acclaimed knowledge and
experience as a working musician, Lightning

Maybe It’s Me: On
Being the Wrong Kind
of Woman
Author Eileen Pollack
Eileen is nine and
too smart for the
third grade, but when
the clownish school
psychologist tries to
gain her trust with an
offer of Oreos, she
refuses. After all, she
doesn’t accept gifts
from strangers! This
is the start of a lovehate relationship
with the rules as they
were laid out for a
girl in 1960s upstate
New York—and as they persist in some form
today. As she ascends from her rural public
high school, where she wasn’t allowed to take
the advanced courses in science and math
because she was female, through a physics

Continued on Page 21
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A NEW YEAR RUMINATION

by James Onysko
Around this time 45 years ago (to be precise,
January 19, 1977), I was urgently summoned to
the front of my father’s yard in the Old Brooklyn
neighborhood of Cleveland, Ohio. As I looked
up as instructed by my brother, I saw not one but
two UFOs directly overhead, silently hovering and
perhaps saying hello. After some minutes (who
knows how long exactly), the two craft suddenly
accelerated and vanished before our eyes. At that
moment, my brother’s friend came along in his
car; and we hurriedly hopped inside in pursuit. A
car chasing advanced UAP or Unidentified Aerial
Phenomena? Ridiculous! Maybe 15-20 minutes
later, we saw a single, low-flying saucer slowly
making its way inside the Cleveland Zoo. At a
lower altitude now, its multi-colored lights rotating
as before, I wondered if the animals look up into
the sky, too; and what may they be thinking?
The next morning in the Cleveland Plain Dealer
newspaper, the banner headline in bold letters
read: UFOs SPOTTED OVER LYNDHURST –
an eastern suburb. But the real question to me is:
what may extraterrestrials think of humans who
bravely go up and away into a space where we
cannot survive long-term; while at the same time,
destroying the only biosphere we possess? So
instead of making New Year’s resolutions, which
we do not keep anyway, why not try reflecting
instead? Or why not try self-introspection like the
serene Mr. Spock of Star Trek. What was it upon
which this beloved Vulcan meditated?
Some of you will be familiar with the story of
Betty and Barney Hill, a socially-active, interracial
couple who claimed to have been abducted by
extraterrestrials one night coming home from their
delayed honeymoon. They were traveling by car
through the White Hills of New Hampshire; where
they were followed (to their eventual horror)
by a craft first thought to be a far-off star. After
stopping to make better observations, Barney
realized they were about to be abducted as the
craft came closer. Later, they came to discover
they experienced two hours of missing time,
which led to independent dreams of the abduction. It’s a fascinating chronicle of events, and a
recommended investigation. The encounter took
place September 19-20, 1961; and according to the
Wikipedia entry, their account “was the first widely-publicized report of an alien abduction in the
United States”. The incident came to be called the
‘Hill Abduction’ and the ‘Zeta Reticuli Incident’;
because the couple stated they had been kidnapped
by aliens who claimed to be from the Zeta Reticuli

the Milky Way? If it’s the latter, then it’s a good
thing for the rest of the universe peering in. If
there are extraterrestrial civilizations (and I believe
they’re out there), there must be some kind of
Prime Directive of noninterference. Mostly, they
are restrained to merely observing us. I hope they
change their minds as seemingly we need rescuing.

Trek Universe there is a Federation, which engages
in some exchange whether cultural, commercial,
diplomatic, pleasurable, or even spiritual. You can
take my UFO sighting with a grain of salt of skepticism, but I was not alone in having this “close
encounter”. You’ll have to dig for it; but you can
find a report of this incident in the historical files of
the Plain Dealer available at the Cuyahoga Public
Library, or online at https://cuyahogalibrary.org/
Research/Resources/Plain-Dealer-Historical.

system. Following an article by journalist, John H.
Luttrell of the Boston Traveler, the Hill story later
became a 1966 best-selling book, “The Interrupted
Journey” by author. John G. Fuller, who detailed
much of what the pair had to say, via hypnotic regression, about their life-changing event. A decade
later, there was the 1975 television movie “The
UFO Incident”, dramatizing the incident.
Due to the couple’s persistent dreams of their
strange encounter, the Hills underwent separate,
multiple hypnosis sessions conducted by the
esteemed Boston psychiatrist, Benjamin Simon,
who enjoyed a specialty in hypnotic regression.
In Betty’s recounting of the event, among other
things, there was mention of a star map with lines
indicating trade routes as the ET “leader” explained. According to the Wikipedia entry, “Simon
gave Betty the post-hypnotic suggestion that she
could sketch a copy of the ‘star map’, which she
later described as a three-dimensional projection
similar to a hologram. Eventually, she did what Dr.
Simon suggested. Although she said the map had
many stars, she drew only those that stood out in
her memory. Her map consisted of twelve prominent stars connected by lines and three lesser ones
that formed a distinctive triangle. She said she was
told the stars connected by solid lines formed ‘trade
routes’; whereas dashed lines were to ‘less-traveled
stars’.”
For more accounts, one can read “Abduction” by
John E. Mack, M.D., who surprised his Harvard
University peers and colleagues by surveying more
than 200 case histories of others who had experienced strange encounters – some of which are compiled in this 1994 book. However one may question the veracity of Betty Hill’s story, in the Star

Among other important stories this day in 1977,
there were articles on the Presidential Inauguration
of Jimmy Carter; who once reported his own UFO
sighting when he was just a simple peanut farmer
in rural Georgia. So if there are ‘trade routes’ as
revealed in the Hill story, obviously humanity is
not yet technologically ready to travel to the far
reaches of our galaxy, let alone to other systems.
And more importantly, we are not wise enough to
soundly husband the resources of the only place
where we can live. Moreover, the pollution of
space is becoming more of an issue with each new
satellite launch.
We are in the midst of a critical, planet-wide
struggle; not unlike episodes of Star Trek where
someone is always vying for power and control,
or some virus becomes life-threatening as in
“The Naked Time” (The Original Series), or its
successor, “The Naked Now” (The Next Generation). Both USS Enterprise doctors grappled with
the science of solution. Today, science itself is
under attack, and subject to claims of “CONSPIRACY” or “FAKE NEWS”. But why should this
be so? Mother Nature in her wisdom is the true
Master; and we need to listen to what Gaia has to
say. If we are undergoing a sixth-extinction event
as postulated by Elizabeth Kolbert in her 2014
general nonfiction book The Sixth Extinction: An
Unnatural History, the author wants us to understand that the Earth is in the “midst of a modern,
man-made sixth extinction”. She chronicles and
compares previous extinction events to what we are
witnessing in real time; that is, the accelerated rate
at which we humans are extinguishing other species, our co-inhabitants on the Blue Orb. Further,
we are wreaking havoc by overheating the planet,
and creating climate change conditions leading to
unsustainable ecosystems.
Maybe it’s past the time when we all need to
collectively rouse from our sleep. A wise precept
to follow would be “to live simply, and in tune
with Nature”. We are being urged to wake up to
the wonder of where we are in the cosmos. Are we
alone; or are we isolated here at the spiral end of
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Humans have not yet matured to join the rest of
Creation by our refusing to live in harmony with
each other, and within our means. It’s always nonsensical “blah-blah-blah” (briefly restating Greta
Thunberg’s recent climate summit scoff before
world leaders) to regurgitate canards such as a superiority complex; as if to say, humans control the
cards in (or on) the deck, meaning our world. Exercising humility should now be humanity’s modus
operandi as we face an uncertain future. With a big
dose of empathy, together, we can head off disaster.
Remember the story of Pandora’s Box “containing
sickness, death and many other unspecified evils
which were then released into the world”. By its
retelling, the majority of people forget that what
remained in the box was HOPE, which lately is
harder to hold. But hold on, we must.
It is fun to read and watch science fiction, which is
tomorrow’s future. But before we dare to dream of
interacting with other civilizations, we had better
attend to this one with a global perspective. Ninety-year-old William Shatner, who first brought to
life the role of Captain James T. Kirk in the Sixties,
gained something beyond the stage with his recent
real-life sojourn into space. As I watched “Shatner
In Space” (now streaming on Amazon), I learned
that it was this early television viewing which
inspired a young Jeff Bezos to imagine what led
to his grand venture called Blue Origin. Once the
crew reached suborbital, rather than bask in the experience of weightlessness as his shipmates would
do, our good captain was more content to peer
through the window of New Shepherd gazing upon
our Blue Jewel of Home. Space tourism aside,
Mr. Shatner was moved to tears upon return, later
reflecting at the end of Episode One: “Everybody
recognizes that the polluting we’re doing on Earth
is destroying the Earth. I was overwhelmed with
sadness over the death of Earth. I never felt that
until now; but we must have hope. Without hope,
what have we got? And we’ve got hope if we do
something right away. That rock that gives us life,
there’s some hope”.
If we’re lucky, we have the privilege to seek out
our lives in creative ways, and make sound choices.
Optimistically, during what should prove to be
The Waning Year of Pandemic, we can continue to
strive for answers to the multiple crises we face –
but not at the risk of things going back-to-normal,
once more. As the dominant species on the planet,
we have not yet made the yatra (spiritual journey)
of raising our consciousness sufficiently to warrant
an invitation to the vastness of the universe. In
other words, we have yet to traverse the inner space
- a prerequisite before we can venture into the
greater outer space “to seek out new life, and new
civilizations”. Instead, let us protect life and seek
harmony finding the pearls of wisdom residing
within us all; simply because “all boats must rise”.
Happy New Year!
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Strolling into view wearing glasses, Cronin
launched into “Music Man” (from TWO - the
1972 album that began his REO career), followed by “Pushin’” (from 1976’s REO). Then
the five-piece tore into a triptych of anthems
from their 1980 classic, High Infidelity, with
“Don’t Let Him Go,” “Take It On the Run,”
and “Tough Guys.” Cronin juggled a 1952
Telecaster with a slim-bodied Ovation acoustic guitar throughout the gig, and eventually
moved to piano.
Amato alternated between Fender Stratocasters, Gibson Les Pauls, and a Gibson Lonnie
Mack “Flying V” - but later, on “Time for
Me to Fly,” he played an Esquire Telecaster double-neck guitar (to offset Cronin’s
12-string acoustic). Bruce Hall manhandled
a butterscotch 1965 Fender Jazz bass (or
replica thereof) on “That Ain’t Love” and
“Live Every Moment” while drummer Bryant
Hitt pummeled his toms and snare. Hall also
got a chance to sing lead vocals on “Back
on the Road Again,” just like on his debut
REO record (1979’s Nine Lives). Doughty
mostly kept to himself on a riser at stage right,
playing electronic keys and Hammond organ
on “Can’t Fight This Feeling” and other standouts. He was always the band’s quiet man.
“Son of a Poor Man” was offered as tribute
to writer Richrath, who left the group in
1989 (creating the vacancy filled by Amato)
and sadly passed away in 2015. Meanwhile,
“Golden Country” was sent out as a salute
to America’s hardworking service men and
women, and was accompanied by a video of
red, white, and blue Stars and Stripes projected on the backdrop and side scrims.
Cronin admitted it was a major tonal shift
from 1972, when the song was recorded as a
Vietnam War protest.
“Ridin’ the Storm” out closed the main set.
The blizzard-themed tune originally appeared
on the similarly-named 1973 studio LP, but
the concert version became an FM radio
staple upon its release on Live: You Get What
You Play For. Encore numbers included the Hi
Infidelity anthem “Keep On Loving You” and
“Roll With the Changes” (from 1978’s You
Can Tune a Piano, But You Can’t Tuna Fish).
Nashville (Franklin, TN) band Levon opened
the show with a forty-minute set of originals
(“Wonder,” “Drinking Today,” “Lean on My
Loving”) and covers that leaned heavy on
the “California sound” of the 1970s. Despite
being in their late twenties / early thirties,
these guys definitely have a thing for folkpop and Americana rock and roll, what with
their sterling takes on Fleetwood Mac’s “The
Chain,” Doby Gray’s “Drift Away,” and the
Eagles’ “I Can’t Tell You Why.” Heck, the
quartet (named both for The Band’s Levon
Helm and the Elton John song “Levon”) even
opened with an a cappella run through “Seven
Bridges Road.”
Lead vocalist / rhythm guitarist Michael

David Hall was almost too handsome, looking
like a cross between “Danny’s Song”-era Kenny Loggins and your average male L.L. Bean
catalog model. Good thing the guy’s voice
sounds as sharp as he looks; Hall displayed
powerful pipes on “Lean on My Loving” and
“Dance With You.”
The mustachioed Messina to Hall’s Loggins
was guitarist Ryan Holladay, who made his
Grand Ole Opry debut while still a toddler.
The string-picker added color and texture on
lead guitar while bassist Jake Singleton (wearing one of those Celtic / renaissance fair shirts
that tie in the front) supplied sturdy basslines
and ebullient vocal harmonies.
Good stuff.    
REO Speedwagon will return to Northeast
Ohio on June 1, 2022, when they share a
package ticket with Styx and Loverboy at
Blossom Music Center.

James Taylor &
Jackson Browne
Folk-rock icon
James Taylor delivered a sterling
set at Nationwide
Arena in Columbus on Saturday,
December 11,
another top-notch
musical travelogue through his
poignant, prolific
past that warmed
Ohio hearts
and soothed
souls even if (or
perhaps because)
the hits-laden
program wasn’t
markedly
different from
the one at his
gig at Blossom
Music Center in
Cuyahoga Falls
last July.
Special guest
(and fellow “unplugged” legend) Jackson Browne did switch
things up, however, swapping out terrific
songs (“Still Looking for Something,” “Cleveland Heart”) from his recent album Downhill
From Everywhere for other new numbers
from the same LP. Indeed, after greeting
the capacity crowd with the peppy, Danny
“Kooch” Kortchmar-co-written “Somebody’s
Baby” (from the Fast Times at Ridgemont
High soundtrack), the goateed Californian
broke into a stunning “Barricades of Heaven”
on a crème Fender Stratocaster guitar (and
later a Roy Smeck Stage Deluxe acoustic).
Browne expressed gratitude for being able
to perform again (this particular date was

twice-postponed due to COVID) and joked
about getting older (he, like Taylor, is 73) but
otherwise kept the chit-chat to a minimum,
busting into “The Long Way Around” (from
2014’s Into The Breach) with his five-piece
backup band after a quick (but sincere) salutation. The topical troubadour (and lifelong
conservationist) then evinced his social
awareness with a tear-jerking “Until Justice
is Real” and gospel-tinged immigrant anthem
“The Dreamer” (featuring backup vocalists
Alethea Mills and Tiffanie Cross). Lead guitarists Mason Stoops and Guy Leisz marinated
the mix with crackling solo passages (and that
signature slide-guitar / pedal steel sound that
has flavored Browne’s music for half a century) while drummer Mauricio “Fritz” Lewak
kept tempos tight.
Other highlights included “Doctor My Eyes”
(from Browne’s eponymous 1972 LP) - which
saw Jackson seated at a Yamaha piano - and
the title track from 1974’s Late for the Sky.
Taylor made an early entrance to accompany
Browne on “The Pretender,” then abdicated
the spotlight to sing backup with J.B.’s lovely
ladies on the robust, ever-earnest “Running on
Empty.”
Taylor’s headline show was prefaced by a
short film wherein fans thanked J.T. or reworked his timeless tunes on their own instruments. Cover art from various Taylor albums
(Gorilla, Never Die Young, New Moon Shine,
Hourglass, etc.) flickered on a scrim as violist

Andrea Zonn (Alison Krauss, Vince Gill)
bowed a few measures over drummer Steve
Gadd’s strident snare and cymbal work. When
the curtain dropped, there was the “Walking
Man” himself, standing with Olson acoustic
guitar at-the-ready.

Taylor’s “All-Star” coterie of Gadd, lead guitarist Michael Landau, pianist Larry Goldings,
and keyboard / sax player Walt Fowler has
shared studios and stages with such luminaries
as Paul Simon, Elton John, Michael McDonald, Eric Clapton, and Kenny Loggins, whereas vocalists Kate Markowitz, Arnold McCuller, and Dorian Holley all logged hours in the
‘70s and ‘80s with Michael Jackson, Stevie
Wonder, Graham Nash, and Phil Collins.
That aggregate experience (and impressive
individual talents) shone brightly on “Country
Road,” “Copperline,” “That’s Why I’m Here,”
and the Latin-fueled “Mexico” as the flatcapped Taylor plucked his guitar strings.
Taylor had a fourth singer on hand in the person of his tall, twenty-something son, Henry,
who’s the spittin’ image of his old man in the
early ‘70s (a la J.T.’s Mud Slide Slim and One
Man Dog days).
Visual props included a large faux oak tree at
stage right, whose many “leaves” consisted
of luminaries that flashed and collectively
changed colors with the “seasons,” matching
the moods of numbers like the bluesy “You
Make It Easy” (from 1977’s JT) and the Car-

Continued on Page 18
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ole King-penned “Upon on the Roof.” A giant
video backdrop provided extra flash vis-à-vis
still scenery and archival photos / footage to
keep the audience’s eyes busy.
Taylor quipped that he’s been trying to purge
raucous blues staple “Steamroller” from
his docket for decades - but he nevertheless
strapped on an electric guitar and indulged
in a few twangy bars. “Easy as Rollin’ Off a
Log” (from 2020’s American Standards) originally hailed from a 1938 Merrie Melodies
cartoon about frolicking felines; Taylor said
releasing his all-covers disc during a pandem-

Clutch

Germantown, Maryland rockers Clutch
stormed into town
December 29th for a
turbocharged (sort
of) post-pandemic
goodbye-to-2021
blast at the recently refurbished,
AEG-sponsored
Agora.
Perpetually bearded
vocalist Neil Fallon
noted the upgrades to
the historic theatre (former home
to WHK radio),
remarking that the
environs no longer
gave off a sense of
“impending doom.”
Not that Clutch’s
music would’ve been
an inappropriate
soundtrack for a dystopian, near-apocalyptic
showcase at a decrepit concrete bunker inside
the most blighted district of an ever- deteriorating Rust Belt metropolis.
On the contrary, “doom rock” has been the
quartet’s stock-in-trade for the last thirty
years. The guys spent a majority of their first
quarter-century of life on the road, playing
any town that would have them - in venues
big and small - or at high-profile package
shows and festivals in countries all over the
globe.
In Northeast Ohio alone Clutch has graced
the stages at Flash Gordon’s, The Odeon,
and Jacob’s Pavilion at Nautica. They’ve
performed at Rock on the Range in Columbus
and headlined the Inkcarceration Festival at
“Shawshank Prison” (Ohio State Reformatory) in Mansfield. The last decade saw them
play memorable end-of-year gigs at House of
Blues (2013 and 2014) and Masonic Temple
(2018).
Add this electrifying Wednesday evening
affair to Clutch’s growing Cleveland history.
The boot-stomping band with the lethal

ic was akin to “dropping a baby down a well.”   
The meat-and-potatoes portion of the show
highlighted some of Taylor’s biggest hits:
“Sweet Baby James,” “Fire and Rain,” and
“Carolina in my Mind” benefitted from Dr.
Gadd’s snazzy rhythms, Jimmy Johnson’s
solid bass, and Michito Sanchez’s percolating
percussion. Super-singer McCuller - himself
an Ohio native - was afforded several minutes
to belt out a solo on “Shower the People,” his
rich pipes echoing powerfully in the cavernous Bluejackets hockey arena.  
The main set wrapped with Marvin Gaye
cover “How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved By
guitar grooves, rugged rhythms, and cerebral,
sing-shouted lyrics still boasts the same four
dudes who met in high school and (since
1990) have issued a dozen studio albums, Eps,
live sets, and compilations. They also launched
their own Weathermaker record company after
years of hopscotching homes on other labels.
The Agora set comprised mostly of tracks
from 2018’s Book of Bad Decisions and 2015’s
Psychic Warfare, but the boys peppered the
program with ample Clutch classics (from
1993’s Trans-National Speedway League,
2005’s Robot Hive / Exodus, and 2007’s From
Beale Street to Oblivion) to placate longtime
fans. Fallon - along with compadres Tim Sult
(guitar), Dan Maines (bass), and Jean-Paul
“J.P.” Gaster (drums) - overlooked (or perhaps
deliberately omitted) songs from 2009’s
Strange Cousins from the West and 2012’s
Earth Rocker, thereby depriving the audience
of favorites “50,000 Unstoppable Watts” and
“Crucial Velocity.” But that’s small quibbles
when the menu includes brain-blenders like
“You Can’t Stop Progress,” “Power Player,”
“Impetus,” “Gimme the Keys,” and “Weird
Times.” Indeed, one of the cooler aspects of
Clutch’s concerts (and there are many cool
aspects) is that they change their set every
night, ensuring that each stop is unique - and
that nothing becomes rote or routine.     
Not that anything’s left to chance: With every
song from every release up for consideration
at anytime, the Clutch repertoire is nothing if
not well-rehearsed. The prolific band notched
a string of alternative rock hits in the early
2000s, with some of their wacky music videos
(“Burning Beard,” “The Mob Goes Wild”)
garnering mainstream attention and critical
acclaim. Clutch still excels at eschewing the
usual “hey baby” power ballads and insipid,
misogynist rock in favor of heady verses that
seemingly hail from American history courses,
spaghetti westerns, and the SciFi channel.
The furnace-lunged Fallon prowled the stage
like a combination carnival barker / television evangelist, gesticulating wildly with his
free hand on “Vision Quest,” “Rats,” “Slow
Hole to China,” and “Mice and Gods” while
slack from the microphone cord slithered in
his wake. The only hard rock front man we
know who moves more is Mike Muir (Suicidal
Tendencies), who gets his daily steps in by

You),” but Taylor and company returned in
short order to encore with the church-like,
MLK-inspired “Shed a Little Light.” Then
Browne reappeared to lead Taylor’s menagerie of musicians on “Take It Easy” - the
hit he wrote with Glenn Frey for the Eagles
back in ’72. Things quieted down again for
the prayerful “You’ve Got a Friend” (another
King cover), then closed out with J.T. and son
Henry dueting on the mesmeric “You Can
Close Your Eyes” - a song James wrote for his
sister (Henry’s aunt) Kate in 1971 but recorded himself around the same time.
While Henry does look and sound a lot like
his dad, he already possesses the guitar skills
bounding incessantly to and fro (probably in
search of a Pepsi).
Conversely, Sult didn’t move much, which is
par for the course for him. The flannel-shirted
shredder typically assumes his position at
stage right, tucks his chin - shoe-gaze style
- and focuses on his SG guitar licks (and the
timely depression of sundry effects pedals
at his feet). You might say the guy found his
zone early and stayed there, fingers forming
crunchy power chords and tapping out tasty,
distortion and wah-wah-slathered riffs on
“Ghoul Wrangler,” “In Walks Barbarella,” and
“Sucker for the Witch.”
Maines marked his territory to the left of
Gaster’s kit, unfurling overdriven bass lines
over Jean-Paul Gaster’s nimble percussion
(executed on a Grestch kit with Evans heads
and Meinl Byzance hardware) on a barnstorming “X-Ray Visions” and the thunderous “How
to Shake Hands.”
“I only went to one concert in 2021,” said
Fallon of his lockdown leisure. “It was Willie
Nelson…and he was fucking awesome!”
The ferocious four-piece wound things up with
“12 Ounce Epilogue” but returned in short
order to encore with the punishing “Passive
Restraints,” outlandish “Escape from the Prison Planet,” and psychedelic “Spacegrass.”
It was a loud, majestic way to send off another (mostly) humdrum year. We’re looking
forward to Clutch’s forthcoming 2022 album.
For now, you can catch up with their Weathermaker Vault Series, Volume One comp and
the Doom Saloon, Volume 4 livestream release
(recorded during lockdown).
We thought opening act Nate Bergman looked
familiar, then realized its because he’s the
sometime-front man for Washington, D.C.based blues-rock outfit Lionize - who’ve
issued a couple albums (Jet Pack Soundtrack,
Nuclear Soul, Panic Attack) on Clutch’s
Weathermaker imprint and frequently supported their friends on prior tours.
But on this occasion Bergman was more folk
than funk, going solo acoustic on a Gibson
Dreadnaught (and later a butterscotch Fender
Telecaster). A last-minute surrogate for Michigan bluegrass bludgeoners Native Howl (who
pulled out of the tour for reasons unknown),
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needed to carve out his own distinct musical career (as demonstrated in his regular
Instagram posts), should he choose to take up
the torch.
We expected Taylor to mention former
background singer David Lasley, who passed
away recently after a long illness. He didn’t but apparently he’d already paid homage the
previous night in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
with some of Lasley’s family members in
attendance. Rest in peace, David.
Valerie Carter, another beloved J.T. backup
singer, passed away in 2017.   

Bergman (in a black dress shirt with red snake
graphics) displayed an authentic Americana
sensibility and powerhouse pipes. At one point
he even sang a cappella, his sustained high
notes echoing through the Agora.
Palm Desert, California trio Stoner (stylized
with an umlauted “O”) took advantage of midslot duties by romping through forty minutes’
worth of sun-washed, Hendrix and Sabbath-inspired hard rock from their new Stoners Rule
disc. Featuring ex-Kyuss, Queens of the Stone
Age, and Mondo Generator members Brant
Bjork (vocals, guitar) and Nick Oliveri (bass,
backup vocals), the aptly-named Stoner roared
on “Older Kids,” “Rad Stays Rad,” and “Own
Your Blues.” The catchy “Stand Down” was
impressive, as was the Evel Knievel-inspired
stuntman song “Evel Never Dies.”
Sporting a bandana headband and shades,
Bjork resembled a late ‘70s Tommy Chong—
albeit with a Les Paul guitar. The denim ‘n’
leather bandleader churned out heavy duty
riffs and crisp, wailing leads over the Van
Dyke-bearded Oliveri’s rumbly low-end bass.
Drummer Ryan Gut was the sonic glue holding it all together, administering brutal beats
on the extended jam “Tribe / Fly Girl.”
We dug Stoner enough to pick up a CD at the
ballroom merch booth; it’s got a cool (and
fitting) image of a barn owl with a scorpion
dangling from its beak.
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KICKIN’ IT
following the police killing of George Floyd,
music began to seem like the least of the duo’s
concerns.
“It felt like the whole world was falling
apart,” said Burkum. “We had to put things
on hold just so we could try to wrap our heads
around everything that was happening in
Minneapolis and beyond.”

The Cactus Blossoms
are for “Everybody”
The Cactus Blossoms
released a new song
“Everybody” featuring Jenny Lewis,
a prelude to their
new album, “One
Day,” dropping Feb.
11 on Walkie Talkie
Records.
The Minneapolis
duo consists of brothers Jack Torrey and Page
Burkum.
“Have you ever heard the saying “everyone is
just doing the best they can”? I wanted to put
that idea into a song,” said Torrey. “It started
out as a kind of sad one-sided story, but when
I heard it in my head as a back and forth between two people and imagined Jenny singing
the lines it became something different. I’m
so glad she was up for it because without her I
don’t think it would have the hopefulness that
I was looking for.”
The Cactus Blossoms recently announced the
new record along with the release of the single
“Hey Baby.” “That idea of finding a silver lining comes up a lot on this record,” said Torrey
about the single. “It’s an acknowledgment that
no matter how messed up things might be,
people still want to believe in the world and
find ways to feel lucky and joyful.”
The new disc offers a more soulful, ‘70s-inspired palette with Wurlitzer, breezy guitars
and percussion. The band’s classic country
and old-school pop roots remain part of the
sound.
The Cactus Blossoms debuted with 2016’s
“You’re Dreaming,” which was produced by
JD McPherson. Dates with Kacey Musgraves,
Jenny Lewis, and Lucius followed. They
released “Easy Way” in 2019.
Quarantine put a sudden halt to their plans to
record a new studio record, and as Minneapolis began to erupt in social and political unrest

When it felt safe enough to get together in
person, they started kicking ideas back and
forth, inviting each other into their respective
writing processes earlier than ever before.
When it came time to record, the brothers
called on longtime collaborator/engineer Alex
Hall, who brought his mobile rig up from Chicago so they could cut the album in Burkum’s
basement. They kept recording with their core
touring band, which included both their older
brother and their cousin.
“From the start, we knew we wanted to keep
the instrumentation minimal and consistent
across the whole album and embrace the
dryness that came with recording in Page’s
basement,” said Torrey. “We wanted it to
sound raw.”

Guyton returned the compliment in the Billboard interview. “I’ve always been such a big
fan of Vince’s. Beyond his incredible voice
and musicianship, no one has a bigger heart
for giving back to the community and lifting
people up like Vince. For him to ask me to be
on ‘Love Changes Everything’ and to get to
work with him on such a beautiful song was
just so special.”

Rice Tribute
Collaboration
Available
On the one-year anniversary of the passing of
bluegrass guitar great Tony Rice, instrumentalist and producer Barry Waldrep created a
21-song tribute, “Barry Waldrep and Friends

Celebrate Tony
Rice.” Vince Gill,
John Paul White,
Rodney Crowell,
Jim Lauderdale, Emmylou
Harris and Warren
Haynes of Gov’t
Mule are among
the artists on the
collection. “”The
intent of this album and the artists involved is
to show what a powerhouse master Tony Rice
was at bringing musicians and fans together
from different genres,” said Waldrep.
Tony made his first big splash with J.D.
Crowe & the New South in 1974. He recorded
one of the all-time classic bluegrass albums
titled with their name in 1975 for Rounder
Records. At that point, guitar solos were still
uncommon in bluegrass, and Tony’s virtuosic
solos (and singing) captured the attention
of bluegrass fans across the country and the
world.
Tony forever changed the way bluegrass guitar is played, both as a lead and an accompaniment instrument.
Available for MP3 purchase and streaming.

Continued on Page 20

http://thecactusblossoms.com/

Gill, Guyton teamed
up for “American
Underdog” soundtrack
song
Vince Gill and Mickey Guyton recorded a
song together for a movie.
The pair said they cut “Love Changes Everything” for the movie “American Underdog.”
The movie, which came out on Christmas, is
the inspirational story of NFL Hall of Fame
quarterback, two-time MVP and Super Bowl
Champ Kurt Warner. Five years before he
played in the NFL, he was stocking shelves at
a supermarket. The film stars Zachary Levi as
Warner, Anna Paquin as his wife, Brenda, and
Dennis Quaid as St. Louis Rams coach Dick
Vermeil.
Gill takes lead vocals on the song with Guyton backing him on harmonies throughout.
“I remember the first time I heard Mickey sing
at an industry event,” Gill said in a Billboard
interview. “I went and introduced myself
and told her that someday we’d sing together
because I really loved her voice. Finally, that
has come true. This great Tom Douglas song
is better because of her being a part of it.”
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The Wooks Share Video
for Soaring New Single
“Flyin’ High” from
Upcoming album out
February 25th
Good stand-the-test-of-time love songs tend
to come from unlikely origin stories, but until
The Wooks’ founder CJ Cain wrote “Flyin’
High,” from their upcoming album of the
same name, not one of them has been inspired
by the crash landing of a buddy’s World War I
bi-plane. “He had bought this plane at a good
price and would soon find out why,” says
Cain. “He lost oil pressure and had to take her
down in front of his family who had gathered
in the yard to watch him buzz the farm. Luckily he made it out.” The resulting tune is a story of two different couples, real folks from the
small town of West Liberty, Kentucky, where
Cain’s father grew up, that falls somewhere
perfectly between the sound of The Band,
Van Morrison, and The Wooks’ ever-evolving

Anne Elise Hastings
and Her Revolving
Cast Of Characters
Announce Sophomore
Album Unmasking A
Confidence Trickster
Album influenced by Appalachian roots
music with Hastings’ New Orleans Flair out
February 11
Anne Elise Hastings and Her Revolving
Cast of Characters is a New Orleans-based
alt-country band. Hastings carries her characters with powerful vocals and lyrically driven
music, retaining her Appalachian roots while
embracing her adopted city’s sensibility. With
inspirations ranging from Dolly Parton to
Janis Joplin, listeners are exposed to feelings
of nostalgia, heartbreak, and resentment, all
backed with compelling, pan-genre musical
arrangements. Over time, Hastings’ Cast of
Characters has undergone many changes,

signature
style. The
official video
for “Flyin’
High” is
out now on
YouTube
animated by
Josh Clark,
the video
follows the
storyline in
intricate,
beautiful detail. “Flyin’ High” is the first
release from The Wooks’ third full-length
album, Flyin High, out February 25, 2022.
Rather than repeating the formal studio experiences for past albums, The Wooks—CJ Cain
on guitar and vocals, Harry Clark on mandolin and vocals, George Guthrie on banjo and
vocals, and Allen Cooke on Dobro—recorded
Flyin’ High over two sessions in Nashville in
the home studio of bluegrass guitarist Jake
Stargel. As a producer, he brought an easygoing vibe as well as acoustic expertise to the
project, which is the band’s first full-length
album since the fall of 2018. “Jake recorded
us way more live than I have ever gotten to
record,” Cain recalls. “This album has a lot of
solos and vocals and all kinds of stuff that’s
just the raw take. There’s no click track. We
were trying to get a sound like Bela Fleck’s
Drive album or Tony Rice’s work at Arch
Studios with Bill Wolf. That live feeling. So
much of bluegrass these days is almost auto
tuned and fixed to the point of perfection. We
were trying to run away from that quickly as
possible.”

but always
features a
roster of
multifaceted
musicians
who can
switch instruments on
a dime. The
current cast
is composed
of Hastings
on vocals
and rhythm
guitar, Isaac
Worley on drums, Dustin Dietsche on guitar,
and Tristan Clark on bass.
The first track on Anne Elise Hastings and
Her Revolving Cast of Characters’ new album
Unmasking A Confidence Trickster gets right
down to business, revealing just what it is that
makes Hastings tick. “Twice Married, Twice
Divorced” premiered last month with Folk
N’ Rock.com, and starts off sweet enough,
but quickly reveals Hastings intent to, in her
words, “get to be the one to reject” the person
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After Tony Rice’s death in December 2020,
Cain wanted to honor his legacy in some way,
so he cold-called Bill Wolf to see if he would
master the album. Wolf wrote back, asking
to hear it – and then elevated Flyin’ High to
the next level. “For a guy who’s done iconic
albums all his life, he put a ton of work into
this,” Cain says. “Bill told me to listen to
it to see if I was satisfied with it, and I was
like, ‘Man, what am I supposed to listen for?’
And he said, ‘Is it fun to listen to?’ I think he
accomplished that.”
Inspired by the traditional as well as the
unconventional, The Wooks have established
a distinctive sound through original songwriting, exceptional musicianship, and outside influences ranging from jam bands to Southern
rock. While their origin stories are diverse,
all four members of The Wooks have forged
a common bond that honors individuality and
innovation. But with minimal shows to roadtest the material on Flyin’ High, Cooke speaks
for the band when he says he’s eager for fans
to discover these new songs—on the album
as well as the stage. “This band is definitely
not a band that is set on keeping things to the
way they sounded on the record,” he says.
“We’re all about keeping these songs fresh
and new-sounding as shows go on.
The Wooks are ambassadors for Can’d Aid,
a nationally recognized nonprofit that rallies
volunteers from all walks of life to build
thriving communities; through their work with
Can’d Aid, they’ve performed and donated
instruments to schools and underserved youth.

https://wookoutamerica.com/

who’s continuously proven to be wrong for
the song’s main character. “It’s giving him a
laundry list of all of the things he did wrong,
and letting him know what a mistake he
made,” says Hastings. Musically, the ruse is
up at the end of the first verse when she sings
“Oh, honey, no” as the band kicks in with the
fury of this woman deceived.
Unmasking A Confidence Trickster has the
twang and attitude of old school country but
introduces a more modern edge of Hastings
and Her Revolving Cast of Characters that
demonstrates their broad scope of influences. The songs of Unmasking A Confidence
Trickster show a vast range in emotion and
tone. One moment, Hastings will channel her
Great Grandmother, telling her love story.
Then, she’ll be taking out her anger at a
heinous ex-lover or navigating the dark waters
of depression. For Hastings, this collection
aims to break down the image that people
have created for themselves, unveiling the con
artist within everyone. After all, no one is a
total hero. Not even the writer herself.

North Coast Voice
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degree at Yale, to a post-graduate summer that
leaves her “peed on, shot at, and kidnapped,”
to a marriage where both careers theoretically
are respected but, as the wife, she is expected
to do all the housework and child-rearing, pay
the taxes, and make sure the Roto-Rooter guy
arrives on time. Pollack shares with poignant
humor and candid language the trials of being
smart and female in a world that is just learning to imagine equality between the sexes.
Maybe It’s Me is a question all smart women
have asked themselves.
Pollack’s autobiographical essays take us on a
roller-coaster ride from gratifyingly humorous
street-level stories of innocent curiosity to the
calculated meanness of tweeny girls to the
defensive strategies of threatened men to the
20,000-foot overview of how we all got here.
In the end, Pollack’s message is one of human
connection and tenacity because even in her
sixth decade, still searching for love, acceptance, and equality, she is still very much in
the game.

where wars tend to start, who initiates
them, what triggers them—and why some
countries tip over into conflict while others
remain stable. Drawing on the latest international research and lessons from over twenty
countries, Walter identifies the crucial risk
factors, from democratic backsliding to factionalization and the politics of resentment.
A civil war today won’t look like America
in the 1860s, Russia in the 1920s, or Spain
in the 1930s. It will begin with sporadic acts
of violence and terror, accelerated by social
media. It will sneak up on us and leave us
wondering how we could have been so blind.
In this urgent and insightful book, Walter redefines civil war for a new age, providing the
framework we need to confront the danger
we now face—and the knowledge to stop it
before it’s too late.

Atlas of the Heart:
How Civil Wars Start: Mapping Meaningful
And How to Stop Them Connection and the
Language of Human
Author Barbara F. Walter
Experience
A leading political
scientist examines
the dramatic rise in
violent extremism
around the globe
and sounds the
alarm on the increasing likelihood
of a second civil
war in the United
States

Political violence
rips apart several
towns in southwest
Texas. A far-right militia plots to kidnap the
governor of Michigan and try her for treason.
An armed mob of Trump supporters and
conspiracy theorists storms the U.S. Capitol.
Are these isolated incidents? Or is this the
start of something bigger? Barbara F. Walter
has spent her career studying civil conflict in
places like Iraq and Sri Lanka, but now she
has become increasingly worried about her
own country.
Perhaps surprisingly, both autocracies and
healthy democracies are largely immune
from civil war; it’s the countries in the middle ground that are most vulnerable. And this
is where more and more countries, including
the United States, are finding themselves
today.
Over the last two decades, the number of
active civil wars around the world has almost
doubled. Walter reveals the warning signs—

www.Abbeyrodeo.com
Wishing a very
Happy New Year
to all our friends & fans!

Feb. 25th

HOOLEY HOUSE
SPORTS PUB
& GRILLE
Brooklyn, OH

Abbey Rodeo is: Jim Bonfonti, Chris Butcher,
Verne McClelland, “Z”,
Bob Yocum and Chuck Citraro.

Author Brene’ Brown
In Atlas of the Heart,
Brown takes us on
a journey through
eighty-seven of the
emotions and experiences that define
what it means to be
human. As she maps
the necessary skills
and an actionable
framework for
meaningful connection, she gives us the language and tools to
access a universe of new choices and second
chances—a universe where we can share and
steward the stories of our bravest and most
heartbreaking moments with one another in a
way that builds connection.
Over the past two decades, Brown’s extensive
research into the experiences that make us
who we are has shaped the cultural conversation and helped define what it means to be
courageous with our lives. Atlas of the Heart
draws on this research, as well as on Brown’s
singular skills as a storyteller, to show us how
accurately naming an experience doesn’t give
the experience more power—it gives us the
power of understanding, meaning, and choice.
Brown shares, “I want this book to be an
atlas for all of us, because I believe that, with
an adventurous heart and the right maps, we
can travel anywhere and never fear losing
ourselves.”
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MORNINGS 5-10am

983TheBull.com
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The Ashtabula County
Beekeepers Association, Ohio State Master
Gardener Volunteers
of Ashtabula County,
Ashtabula Soil and Water
Conservation District,
and the Ashtabula County
Metroparks bring you
another fantastic set of
webinars for the 2022
winter series of our award
winning Northeast Ohio
Pollinators Symposium.
Join us every other
Wednesday starting on
January 12th. Each webinar begins at 7 PM.

Register now at
go.osu.edu/neops
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JUST IN TIME
Can you find the hidden words? They may be horizontal,
vertical, diagonal, forwards or backwards
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AGES,
ATTOSECOND,
CALENDAR, CENTURY,
CLOCK, DATE,
DAYS, DECADE,
EONS, EPHEMERA,
ERAS, ETERNITY,
FEMTOSECOND,
FOREVER, FORTNIGHT,
FUTURE, HOUR,
HOURGLASS, INFINITY,
INSTANT, LEAP YEAR,
MICROSECOND,
MILLENNIUM,
MILLISECOND, MINUTE,
MOMENT, MONTH,
NANOSECOND,
OLYMPIAD, PAST,
PERIOD, PICOSECOND,
PRESENT, SECOND,
SUNDIAL, TIME,
WATCH, WEEK,
YEAR, YORE.

North Coast Voice
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Solution on page 18

^_àbc_dÿ

Across
1. Master of ceremonies
5. Burden
9. Part of a hospital
13. Reverberation
14. Travel charge
15. Accolade
17. Close
18. Hollow cylindrical shape
19. Relative magnitude
20. Bare
22. Mentally healthy
24. Retained
25. Whatever
26. Overt
28. Beer
30. Continent
31. Anger
32. Central part of a wheel
35. Arch of the foot
38. Percussion instrument
39. Self
40. Customary observance or
practice
41. Male offspring
42. Brief social visit
43. Single
44. Group of three singers
46. Unintelligent
48. Novel
49. Soaked with liquid
50. Violent public disorder

51. Enemy
52. Securely fixed in place
53. Uncooked
56. High in stature
59. Consignment
61. Wear away
63. Assumed name
65. Quarry
67. Chills and fever
68. Deep ravine
69. Unit of area
70. Brood
71. Direction
72. Comparative of little
73. Animal companions
Down
1. Reddish brown dye
2. Vast body of water
3. Rickety
4. Ripped
5. Frequently
6. Queasiness
7. Relating to a city
8. Observed
9. Armed conflict
10. Alert
11. Charge per unit
12. Trickle
16. Point
21. Measured portion
of medicine

23. Acquire by effort or action
27. Fruit seed
29. Part of a journey
30. Consumed
31. Electrically charged particle
32. Pile
33. Large sweet juicy fruit
34. Typeface
35. Golf club
36. Square root of eighty-one
37. Cook slowly in liquid
38. Sludge
41. Be seated
42. Share of the profits
44. Couple
45. Spool
46. Male title
47. Large and scholarly book
50. Jockeys
51. Emblems
52. Travesty
53. Rascal
54. Any mature animal
55. Hebdomads
56. Label
57. Succulent plants
58. Former currency of Italy
60. Translucent mineral
62. Coarse file
64. Ancient Egyptian god
66. Affirmative

Home of TED ALEXANDER’S 10,000 OLDIES SHOW

Listen online at gold937fm.com

HEAR EVERY OSU
FOOTBALL GAME ON 97.1FM
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